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Murray and Calloway Plans To Restore and Preserve
Old Calloway Courthouse — First in Jackson Purchase
Murray, Ky., MondaY Afternoon, April 7,J75
Funds Sought TaRestore
Old C a  our u s etho
L J. Hortin --
Funds are being sought by Calloway and
Murray citizens to restore and preserve
the 152-year-old log courthouse of
Calloway County - the "First Public
Building in the Jackson Purchase Area."
This historic log structure is
deteriorating rapidly now on a tiny lot on
the campus of Murray State University. It
has been moved twice since it was built in
1823 at Wadesboro, the first Calloway
County seat. Marshall County was carved
from north Calloway by the Kentucky
Legislature on June 7, 1842.
The restored old courthouse is identified
by a bronze marker on Chestnut Street
near the General Services Building. The
marker and the old log building were
dedicated June 8, 1969, in a public
ceremony. The marker, approved by the
Kentucky Historical Society, has this
inscription:
FIRST COURTHOUSE
"First public building in Jackson
Purchase area. Built in 1823 for $100, it was
originally erected at Wadesboro, Calloway
County seat 1822-1842, where its first
session of court was held Feb. 13, 1823.
Remained in use till new one built in 1831.
Murray became county seat in 1843 and the
log building was moved here then. It has
been used as a residence for over a cen-
tury.„
This pre-eminent heritage courthouse of
the Jackson Purchase had its beginning on
January 17, 1823, when the Calloway,.
County commissioners, meeting in
Wadesboro, appointed Eli Cochran,
William Jones and Henry Darnell to draft
a plan for the courthouse. Reuben E.
Rowland was awarded the contract to
build the courthouse for $100.
The new log courthouse was "to be
twenty feet square, a story and a half high
covered with clapboards, The floor to be
made 41-0-4W-Wl plank. the Whole to be
constructed of hewed logs, notched down
close." The judge's bench was to be three
feet high and twelve feet long. The jury
was to have a bench and there was ordered
"one good seat for the use a the council."
' Records show that the completed
courthouse was formally received March
13, 1823.
The first appointed commissioners were
• A.. )••..
Andrew 'Bell, Arthur H. Davis, Thomas
Hill, Nicholas Copeland, William Short,
Bannister Wade, William Rowlett, Lindsey
Martin, John Hodges and George Tucker.
Some historians believe the town of
Wadesboro- was named for Commissioner
Wade.
It was in this old courthouse that "many
of the first land transactions for the
(See Funds, Page 9 )
FIRST COURTHOUSt
First public building in JacksonPurchase area. Built in 1823 for$100. it was originally erected atWadesboro. Calloway county seat.1822-42, where its first • sessionof court was held. Feb. 13, 1823.
Remained in use till new one built
In 1831. Murray became county seat
In 1843 and the log building was
moved here then. It has been used
as a residence for over .a century.
•
This bronze marker was erected in 1969 on the Murray State Campus on
Chestnut Street to memorialize, theOld Callowav County courthouse. The old
log structure is just a few feet north of this marker.
Congress Back In Session
Following Easter Vacation
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - Congress comes
back into session after its 10-day Easter
recess with the majority Democrats
pushing a variety of proposals to combat
the recession.
Most of these proposals involve in-
creased federal spending and will put the
legislators in direct conflict with President
Ford.
In signing the $24.8 billion tax-cut bill
passed just before the recess began, the
President declared he had drawn the line
against any additional spending plans that
would send the budget deficit beyond the
$60 billion already estimated for the next
fiscal year.
Democratic leaders contend, however,
that there are emergency needs in the
fleets of houslug, jobs,, publi.works."
health and etitii.atilm anitpragratnerfol'ititl.:'
elderly.- 'They -insist they withipusit- ahead!.
with legislation to meet these needs.
In some cases, the Democrats are
talking about shifts in the Ford budget
which will not necessarily Mean boosts in
the over-all spending total.
The President and Congress also may
clash on foreign policy, particularly aid for
Southeast Asia.
Before the recess the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee approved $82.5
million in additional military assistance
for Cambodia. Ford has asked $222
million.
But Senate leaders now indicate this
measure may not be brought up for debate
in view of the crumbling government
position in Cambodia.
Neither the Senate nor the House has
shown any willingness to go along with the
$300 million is new aid that the President
has asked for South Vietnam.
Ford has arranged to make a major
fpreign policy address to Cougross.-Ibur-
.ily-witen-he-is expected to announce the
stlittittisteetifOrs -otertr- Vie irfebrfftnu
situation.
Both branches have comparatively light
floor schedules for the first., post-recess
week
The Senate resumes debate today on an
energy bill which would give the President
power to impose gasoline rationing, sub-
ject to disapproval by Congress, and also
authorizes various energy conservation
programs.
It is expected to be passed later in the
week.
The House, meanwhile, will consider
bills on programs for the elderly.
The Senate Appropriations Committee is
expected to act soon on a $5.9-billion
measure already passed by the House con-
taining funds for public service jobs and
public works projects. The bill is strongly
opposed by the administration.
The Senate Ranking Committee sill
begin Wednesday to write its version of
legislattertos spar the hbtahtlilfiettptrF
at.419.use - has .41aSSedia--45011.414A.....
measure in this field. Again, the ad-
ministration is against the proposals.
The House Ways and Means Commitow
will resume its work Wednesday (In all -
energy bd. -
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 20 per cent Monday night and
50 per cent TuesdaY
15' Pe
r 
Copy One Section - 12 Pages
Regents Approvelkilanced
Budget Department Shifts
The Murray State University Board of
approved
creating two new departments and
changing 
.
Regents  top level changes
department chairmen in twoother departments of the university in a
meeting being held in Owensboro today.
The regents also approved the first
balance budget for the university in
several years. The budget, amounting to a
fundstotal 
ao
f 0$2velr,12$42,.1525milinludliocnaens d restrictedest ma
expenses and income amounting to
$18.462.110.
Included in the budget package were
- - •
salary increases for faculty and staff
ranging from 5 to 612 per cent; and in-
crease in the student activity fee from $6 tor per semester and increases in student
Jiousing and dining rates--for-tha-fall
semester amounting to approximately an
8.6 per cent average increase.
The board approved .tWo resolutions
concerning a new central library for the
university and new student center. The
board approved a resolution allowing the
renovation of the current Student Unron
Building for use as a central library and
another resolution calling for planning to
begin for the construction of a new
university center.
It was explained that the new library
facility was urgently needed because the
university was in danger of losing its
accreditatidi -betaide-"Ot preterit
facility
The board authorized the combining of
the Department of Journalism with the
radio and tv portion of the Department of
Communications into a new Department of
Journalism, Radio and TV. Speech. which
was previously in the Department of
Communications, will be administered
under the Department of Speech and
Theatre.
The board named pr. Robert
McGaughey, presently chairrnan of the
Journalism Department, as the head of the
newly created Department of Journalism,
Radio and TV effective July 1, 1975. Dr.
Ray Mofield presently serves as chairman
/
of the Communications Department.
Vernon Gantt, presently professor of
speech and graduate coordinator for the
college of creative expression, was
selected to head the Department of Speech
and Theatre.
McGaughey, a native of Hopkinsville,
received his Ph.D. from Ohio State
University and joined the MSU faculty in
1969. Gantt, a Murray native, received the
Ph.D. from Ohio University and joined the
MSU faculty in 1973.
The changes were proposed by Dr. Joe
Prince, Dean of the College of Creative
Expression.
The board also approved the recom-
mendation of Dr. ,Curris that Dr. Robert
Burke be named chairman of the
Department of History, replacing  Riley
----Police tnvoitigate
Four Theft-Castes-
Four theft cases were reported to City
Police over the weekend.
At 2:05 p.m. Saturday, police were
-called to the Randy Whitlow residence at
1107 South 16th, where according to police
reports, a diamond necklace valued at
$1,000 was stolen. Officers said there were
several textbooks also taken from the
home.
At 2:25 p.m. Saturday, policemen were
called to Hart Hall by David Doering of 307
Hart Hall. According to the police report, a
tape-player valued at $70 had been taken
from Doering's locked car.
Two thefts were also reported Sunday.
At 2:10 p.m. at Richmond Hall, police
were called to investigate the theft of a
tape player, speakers and eight tapes from
the car of Greg Chandler, officers said.
The last call was made at 8:04 p.m.
Sunday and according to the investigating
officers, an eight-track tape player and 24
tapes were taken from the car of Patricia
Eddins.
Investigation into the thefts is con-
tinuing.
Venza, and that Dr. Robert Etherton be
named, chairman of the Department of
Physics and Astronomy replacing Dr.
James M. Kline.
Burke, an associated professor of
history, is a native of Kansas City, Mo.,
and received his Ph.D. from Michigan
State in 1969. He joined the MSU faculty in
1969.
Etherton is a native of Murphysboro,
Ill., and received his Ph.D. from Michigan
State. He joined tha Murray State faculty
in 1967.
In other action, the board selected
Ronald Polk Foster, a senior at Daviess
County High School, to receive the James
Leland Hurley scholarship in construction
technology at Murray State. •
The annual $500 scholarship is
renewable based on satisfactory scacTemic
progress and was provided as part of a
$200,000 bequest by the Michigan heavy
equipment businessman.
Foster is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Eli,'
ward Harris Foster of Owensboro and will
graduate in the tap three per cent of his
class.
Although Hurley was never on the
Murray campus, his interest in the
university began as early as 1935 when he
advised his nephew, James L. (Buck )
Hurley, to complete his education at the
institution. Since then, five members of the
Hurley family have earned degrees or are
currently studying it Mal.
Faculty representative on the board, Mark
Cunningham, asked that the regents place
on the agenda for the next meeting 'con-
sideration of professional negotiation
between the board and faculty. Cun-
ningham made the request at the request
of the MSU Education Association which
asked for recognition as the bargaining
agent for the faculty.
A major item on this afterniion'iageno
for the board, which recessed at noon, will
be consideration of the university's tenure
policy which has been the subject of
considerable controversy during the past
year.




Some 1,WP children had been airlifted
out of Southeast Asia to the United States
and other nations before Operation Baby
Lift ended on a large-scale basis today. A
Saigon official said from now on the
children will leave in smaller groups.
Diplomatic and government officials
said the airlift had reached the scheduled
quota approved earlier by the South Viet-
namese government. They said all the
children who have been evacuated were
already in the adoption process, and the
airlift only speeded up the paper work and
the orphans' departurt
Dr. Phan Quang Dan, deputy premier
for social welfare, said, "The large
operation has ended. From now on, the or-
phans will leave in smaller groups."
On Sunday, two flights carrying a total
of 135 children landed at Travis Air Force
Base in California and one flight earring
407 youngsters landed at Seattle. And two
other planes left Saigon today with a total
of more than 200 orphans, bringing the
unofficial tally of evacuated orphans to
1,700.
.Some of the children arriving in Califor-
nia and Seattle on Sunday were then flown
on to Chicago, New York and other points.
The exact number of children, ranging
in age from one week to 9 years, was not
immediately available. But unofficial
tallies show more than 1,700 orphans have
left Saigon over the past five days.
The official government approval for the
airlift provided for 1,400 children to go to
the United States. Hundreds of others went
to Australia, Britain and Canada.
• On Sunday, Vietnamese authorities held
Up one U.S.-bound flight, saying the quota
Of 1,400 orphans which the goverment ap-
proved had been reached.
The flight was later cleared after
American officials insisted that the Saigon
Officials were incluriing children flown to
Britain, Australia and Canada as well as to
the United States. They successfully
claimed that the 1,40(1 quota should apply
Chance of Showers
Increasing cloudiness Monday night
With a slight chance of showers by
Tuesday morning. Lows in the mid to up-
TierlOw 0o-tidy' and 'mini:0th a good Chin-
only to children being sent to America,
leaving another 300 eligible for evacuation
to the United States.
All the children were in the process of
adoption when the Communist offensive
began more than a month ago.
The government's apparent reluctance 
toto let any more children out was probably
due to criticism from non-Communist
political opponents of President Nguyen
Van Thieu in Saigon as well as the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong.
The politicians, headed by neutralist
Tran Ngoc Lieng, called the orphan airlift
an "inhumane" propaganda campaign to
obtain more war aid from the U.S.
Congress and demanded that it be stopped
immediately.
They made public a letter from Dr. Phan
Quang Dan, Thieu's deputy premier for
cial welfare, in which he quoted U.S. Am-
bassador Graham Martin as saying the
evacuation of orphans "will help create .a
shift in American public opinion" in favor
of South Vietnam.
• Ir".• f.*;
A U.S. Embassy spokesman said Dan
suggested to Martin at a meeting last week
that the evacuation of the children "might
also have some effect on U. S. public
opinion.
"The ambassador agreed with Dr. Dan's
view, but this was not the reason for
bringing up the entire matter of the or-
phans," the spokesman continued. "The
ambassador's reason and concern was
simply the welfare of the children."
TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Today











Seven of 24 high school and junior high
school bands earned superior ratings in
the Regional Band Festival at Murray
State University Friday and Saturday,
April 4-5.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
Department of Music at Murray State and
festival manager, said a judging panel of
three music educators rated the following
bands as superior
Class M ijunior and middle school)- Classifications for bands, except for
Murray Middle School. (lass M for junior high and middle schools
Class B-Marshall County High School and Class E for first year bands, are
and Hancock County High School. determined by the difficulty of the music
Class BB-Caldwell County High School selected for presentation.
and Reidland High School. Sponsored by the Kentucky Music
Class A-Lone Oak High School. Educators Association, the festival was
Class AA - Murray High School. the fourth and final in a series of music
Other ratings were: festival events on the campus this spring.
7̀ , Class E Ifirat year bands) - Benton About 2,000 band students from West
Junior High School, North Marshall Junior Kentucky were involved in the two.day
High School and Heath Middle School, program.
excellent. Judges for band, performance were.
- Class ht -Murray Middle School
ceitabessees Tueedal...-ibskoirilbaseirLia....C.AklasellSifisilli‘Juldes.4.404111.4.1kafiebagarsoltkencisigh.t end
upper 60s. Outlook for Wednesday mostly fligh School, Trigg County Middle School, director at Butler High School in Hunt-
cloudy with a chance of showers. Lone Oak Middle School and Reidland sville; and K. V Bryant, band director at
Middle School, excellent.
Class C---Crittenden County !Ugh School;
good
Class CC-Fulton City High School and
Lyon County High School, excellent.
Class B-Trigg County High School and
Ballard Memorial High School. excellent
Class BB-Calloway County High
School, Murray High School ( a second
band ) and Heath High School, excellent
Class A-Mayfield High School, ex-
cellent
William Sloan, band director at Huntiville
Mt. Vernon ) Ind. High School. Richard
Brown, band director at Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn , judged sight reading
,a-
• ue-e• -me -or re/ nee .41 ,1411.41. nal •no
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Mrs. Youngblood MiSSVicki Lynn Tucker And
Is Hostess At
Club Meeting
The home of Mrs. FreeIon
Youngblood was the scene of the
March meeting of the Cold-
-water Homemakers Club with
the president, Mrs. Charles Dan
Bazze11, presiding and reading
the scripture from Luke 24:49.
- .4 I  • - A very interesting lesson on
"Time Management" was
presented by Mrs. Newell
,Doores, who along with Mrs.
Novle Fuqua showed their
crafts they had made since the
last meeting.
Mrs. Bazzell gave the lesson
on "Teneriffe Embroidery"
who showed the different
stitches for this craft.
Lessons for the coming year
were discussed as well as trips
to be taken by the Homemakers
which include: April 10 to St.
Louis, Mo., June 4-8 to





Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Youngblood. Others
present were Mrs. Vivian
Adams, Mrs. Hugh Adams and
Kelly, Mrs. Delbert Newsome
and Heather, Nicole Bartell,
Michael Douglas Wynn Wed
Lynirricker,
eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mac Tucker, and Mr. Michael
Douglas Wynn, eldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry C. Wynn, were
married in a candlelight
ceremony at the Unity Cum-
berland Preibyterian Church.
Rev. L. Er. Moore Jr. per-
formed the double ring
ceremony before an altar
centered with a wrought iron
arch decorated with greenery,
white carnations and white
satin bows. Large baskets
holding white mums and red
carnations were on each side of
the arch. Twin candelabras
accented with greenery and
white bows were at each side.
Farfuly pews were marked with
hurricane lamps holding white
candles.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Audaine
Fennel, pianist, and Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Scott, vocalists,.
They sang "My Special Angel,"
"Love Me Tender" and while
the bride and groom lit the
Unity candle, One Hand One
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents, wore
and Michelle Youngblood.  a floor 
length gown and veil.
The next meeting will be held Her dress 
was of white sheer
April 9 at 12:30 p.m. at the home organza
 over white satin,
of Mrs. Newsome. sernifitted 
A-line in evening
length. Lace encircled the high
neckline combining with
gathered illusion forming a
ruffle at the neck. Sleeves of
sheer organza were gathered
onto wide cuffs with lace. The
skirt was enhanced with lace
swept back to the long self train.
The bride wore a floor length
vellbf her own design fashioned
by her mother. It was of im-
ported silk illusion in three tiers
and edged with white rabbit fur.
She carried a bouquet of white
poms and three red roses with
white streamers tied in love
knots.
Upon entering the altar, the
bride presented her mother
with a long stemmed white rose.
When leaving the altar, she
presented her mother-in-law a
MONDAY-TUE6111q•WEDNESDAY
AM 10 2PM
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long stemmed white rose.
Miss Kim Tucker, sister of the
bride, was chosen by the bride
as her maid of honor. Her
bridesmaids were Miss Ginger
Powell and Mrs. Patty Garrett.
They wore formal gowns of red
Qiana knit with a floorlength
gored skirt with a wide ruffle,
attached to an empire waist.
The long sleeves were gathered
onto wide cuffs and the bodice
and high neck featured self
ruffles.
The attendants each carried a
nosegay of white porns and
white carnations with red lace
and streamers.
Miss Kelly Jones, flower girl,
wore a long sleeved floor length
dress of red Qiana knit overlaid
with a white eyelet lace
pinafore. She carried a white
wicker basket accented with
white bows and streamers,
filled with red rose petals.
Master Christopher Wynn-,--
cousin of the groom, served as
ringbearer and carried the
rings on a white satin and lace
pillow.
Mr. Wynn chose
Johnson as his best man.
Groomsmen were Randy Wynn,
brother of the groom, -and Van
Wood, who also served as
ushers and candle lighters.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Tucker chose to wear a
floor-length dress of blue knit
featuring sheer sleeves and a V-
neck trimmed with a ruffle. Her
accessories were silver and she
wore a corsage of white car-
nations and blue ribbons.
Mrs. Wynn, mother of the
groom, was attired in a floor-
length knit dress of off-white
with the bodice featuring gold
metallic thread. Her ac-
cessories were gold and she
wore a corsage of white car-
nations and gold ribbons.
Grandmothers of the bride
and groom were presented
corsages of white carnations.
Grandfathers of the bride and
groom were presented red
carnation boutonnieres.
Miss Renee Tucker, sister of
the bride and Miss Denise
Tucker, cousin of the bride, kept
the guest register. They wore
dresses identical to the bride's
attendants and were presented
with corsages of white car-
nations.
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the church
basement.
Mrs. Phyllis Tucker, aunt of
the bride, Miss Michele Fennel,
and Miss Daphne Palmer,
cousins of the bride, and Miss
Vicki Weatherford assisted in
the serving. The table was
overlaid with a red cloth with a
centerpiece of red and white
dried flowers. During the
reception, Renee and Denise
Tucker distributed rice bags.
After the reception, the
couple left for a short wedding
trip. Mr. and Mrs. Wynn now




Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ford and
daughters, Jennifer and
Sharlisa, have returned home
from Charleston, S. C., where
they visited Mrs. Ford's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Collie. While there Mr. Ford
served his Navy Reserve active










































By Abigail Van Buren
0 1115 by Chicago Tribune-14.Y ;
News Syne Inc
DEAR ABBY: What's with Mel in 
Belleville? Is he
crazy? He says pants on women shoul
d be declared valid
grounds for an uncontestable divorce.
Doesn't Mel know that lots of women wear
 pants because
they're warm in the winter'? (My mothe
r has arthritis,"and
pants have been a Godsend for her
.)
I find them very practical on my job bec
ause I do a lot of
stretching and bending and stoop
ing. Fm not exactly
petite, and while I never could get a dress in m
y size that
was long enough to cover my knees. I can a
lways find pants
that cover me modestly.
Also with pants, I can wear different bl
ouses, shirts and
jackets. How many different ways can yo
u wear a dress?
NUTSTOMEL
DEAR ABBY': I'm with Mel. I'm a wom
an who is tired of
pants, but I can't find a decent loo
king dress anywhere. All
the stores are loaded with pants sui
ts.
My husband says I've got the best-look
ing legs in touray
and I'm not about to hide them- if I can
 help it.




DEAR ABBY: This is for Mel: Speaking atil
l-MAWTaM1 -
am not a homosexual or a transvestite), I personally find
pants generally uncomfortable, so in private I wear pants as
little as possible.
I would like to nee the return of the Roman toga fo
r males.
In fact, there have been many civilizations in w
hich men
wore robes or skirts (the Catholic clergy), and e
ven in
Scotland, the kilts were popular.
The one advantage of pants for men were the 
pockets. But.
now, pants are made to fit so skin-tight that po
ckets are
useless.
Sadly, comfort and efficiency are rarely the determi
ning
factors in fashion. Clothing is a big business that d
emands
constant change for full employment and maximum 
profits.
Maybe pants are men's revenge for Women's Lib.
 Anyway,
when it comes to comfort, pants are the worst.
COMFORT-LOVING MALE
DEAR ABBY: Wherel does Mel in Bellev
ille get off
saying that all women look terrible in pa
nts, only some look
worse? And he thinks women should g
et back into skirts
because that really -arouses a man.
Well, I have news for Mel. He should try w
earing a dress
in Iowa in the winter. He'd freeze his 
fanny off. He shota
also try sitting on a metal chair or riding 
a bicycle in a skirt.
Furthermore, many men think nice, tight-f
itting pants
are much sexier looking than a dress.
-FOR PANTS IN S.C., IOWA
DEAR ABBY: I like pants for two reasons. 1
1) It has cut
my hosiery bill down to nothing. No one c
an see the runs in
my stockings.) (2) My husband and I wear
 the same size, so
it's increased my wardrobe by 50 per ce
nt.
PANTS-HAPPY IN MIAMI
DEAR ABBY Mv advice to Mel is:
 Please, don't
criticize my wearing apparel until you've 
walked a mile in
my skirt—preferably on Michigan Ave
nue in February.
CHICAGO PEDESTRIAN
DEAR ABBY: I'd like to cast my vote F
OR women in
pants.
I happen to be a pretty good-looking dish—at
 least that is
what I have been told, so its not just con
ceit on my part
I'm a natural blonde, and people h
ave told me I should
get into the Marilyn Monroe look-
alike contest. I'm
38-26-36. but my ankles are my Waterloo.
 And I mean they
are really my worst feature.
In a pants suit, I fell like a million dol
lars. It's done
wonders for my self-confidence.
I hope they never go out of style, because 
they're for me!
PANTS PERSON IN PASADENA
Everyone has a problem What's yours? Fo
r a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A.
, Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope
, please.
For Abby's new bookle(. "What Teen-a
gers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 1
32 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Please enc
lose a long,




The Russell Chapel United
Methodist Women held its
regular March meeting at the
church with the president, Mrs.
Lora Wilkinson, presiding, who
welcomed a new member, Mrs.
Richard McKenzie, and a guest,
Mrs. Bryan Overcast.
Mrs. Carrie Hicks was
spiritual leader and gave the
devotion. Mrs. Toni Hopson
read the minutes. Mrs.
Wilkinson and Mrs. Rosezella
Outland reported on a meettng
they attended at the United
Methodist Church, Murray
It was announced that Bishop
Finger would be the speaker for
the April 7th meeting- at the.
church with Elvie Carson and
Susan Adams as hostesses
- The hostesses, Mrs. Wilkinson
and Mrs. Ethel Walker, served,
refreshments. Members atso
present were Klara Wetzke,_
Ehe.-PAtrenn,
Irene Donnon, Lavine Carter. 








hostess can help you
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood busi-





Miss Meleia Jane Spann
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Spann of Murray Route Seven announc
e
the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
daughter, Meleia Jane, to James Earl Burton, son of the late Mr
.
and Mrs. Clyde Burton. Mr. and Mrs. Daythel Turley of Murray
Route Eight are foster parents.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is presently a post-secondary student at the Murray
Vocational School.
The groom-elect is a 1974 graduate of -Calloway County High
School. He is employed at Rudy's Restaurant and in other se-
- -tivities........-
The wedding will be solemnized in mid July at the Williams







Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Hardiman Miller
for the March meeting with the
president, Mrs. June Curd,
presiding.
Mrs. Jim Allbritten read the
scripture from Luke 24:49 with
comments on "Promises." Mrs.
Alice Miller called the roll and
members answered with a
favorite Bible verse. Lessons
for the coming year were
selected.
An interesting discussion on
"The Middle Years of Life" was
led by Mrs. Curd.
"The Look of Spring 1975"
was discussed by Mrs. Sylvia
Puckett. Landscape notes were
read by Mrs. Curd.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Miller to Marsha and
Karen Dale, Dorval Hendon,
Karen Housden, Patsy Pittman
and Van, Gail Heradon, Opal
Shoemaker, Wanda Osborn,
Sylvia Puckett, Iva Mae
Allbritten, June Curd, and
Jackie Herndon, members, and
Iris Casteel, visitor.
The next meeting will be April




John Kelly of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes




Mr-. and Mrs. Alan Spencer of
Mayfield are the parents of a
baby boy, Joshua Caleb,
weighing seven pounds seven
ounces, born on Friday, March
28, at 1:46 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Mayfield and will be a student
this fall at Mid-Continent Bible
College, Mayfield.
Grandparents. are Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Spencer of Murray
and Hawaii and Mr. and Mrs.
W. R. Hinkson of Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
"Waste not, want not," is an
adage that might well be ap-
plied to food in this time of
constantly rising prices. Ac-
cording to the National Broiler
Council, a wise consumer
"wastes not" a bit of chicken
when she buys a whole bird. For
instance, broth can be frozen in
Ice trays and-the -c u bei stOred in
plastic bags to be used for
seasoning when cooking
vegetables, soup and the like
After costly and extensive prior
treatment tailect,.th Is 314In ats-
ease was believed incurable Al
this point Happy Jack mange
medicine was used with dramatic
success For minor skirl Irritations,
e.g.. hot spots" eczema use -
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM •
clear liquid with fragrant odor.
Contains NO hexachlorophene,
Ai better drug & feeC Stores
At Most Southern $ide
Agencies
... . . •. •-• • - 
•
t 19 ACADEMY AWARD t
Nominations
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You can get the full amount of your
tax rebate now with a tax rebate loan
from us. • If you're like most people,
you already have plans for the money.
So why wait? You can start using to-
morrow's money todayl Then, when
your rebate does arrive, you can pay
off your loan. It's that simple...it
works just like any other loan. So
don't wait another minute. Phone now.
Have we got GOOD NEWS for
you!
'Subject only to credit approval
See the Good News loan people.
Loans and financing to $4,800.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "r
Hold to a well-ordered course.
Some storm clouds are brewing,
but the ingenious Arien will
weather them smartly. Keep
emotions under stern control.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Evolve a system of checks
and balances in rating past
efforts. Some changes are in the
making, so be sagacious in
planning to meet them.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) n°9-
A fine outlook! You can make
new Tecorda now. ilonispread
yourself too thin, but con-
centrate on most important
objectives. *-•
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 03/0
A tailor-madia day for your
talents. You may face some
"tight" situations, and others
may vex but, if you remain
serene, you can handle all.
• LEO - - -
.(July 24 to Aug. 23) 12..tigf
Keep eyes on the ball now.
Day can be one of tremendously
useful performance if you note
immediate needs and forget
past disappointments.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
A day for some reflection,
digging in to reappraise con-
ditions. Be ready, nevertheless,
to move ahead when situations
so demand.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on
significant issues without
neglecting minor items. A good---Keep emotions under stern
control so as to insure better
judgment in difficult situations.
Further admonitions: Don't
overtax yourself; don't over-
elaborate in handling details.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
It will be important to
distinguish carefully between
facts and theories; also between
facts and rumors. Before taking
action, be sure where you're
headed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Matters of minor importance
may blow up out of proportion-
unless YOU call a halt. Your
quick-silver intuition and
perceptiveness should be a help.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 7, 1975
VIRGO — WP ‘51
(Aug. 2410 Sept. 23)
You may not accomplish ALL
you hope to, but don't quit!
Keep your hand on the wheel
and keep pressing forward-to
make SOME gains!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Try to avoid verbal or
emotional confrontations. If
necessary, YOU be the one to
offer compromise, but don't
abandon high principles.
SCORPIO
'(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A day for aggressive action-
which those of yourSigli always
enjoy. Aim for your goals in a
swift, sure manner, but don't
tread on, sensitive toes in your
forward thrust.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
'4-eV
vir,W
MON DAY. TU ESDNI • WEDNESDAY
AM TO 2 PM
2 pc Chicken Hot Roll







their most congenial. In fact, a
resourceful friend may even
help you to attain a long
cherished desire.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Be ready for changes Some
surprising instructions may be
given regarding your duties and
responsibilities. Maintain your
equilibrium and avoid overre-
acting. ---
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) gia4
Gains indicated in your
FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 1975
day for taking unusual steps.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 11614 1-
Good opportunities indicated
but you, of course, must be alert
to them. Use trump cards
strategically; aim to score as
often as possible.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
If suggestions offered do not
seem feasible, rule them out. Do
not become too forceful in ex-
pressing views, but do stand by
principles.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124- Q;z
lc%
ikets
Think twice before em-
We are pleased to announce
that Vicki Gamble, bride-elect
of Tommy Ringstaff, has chosen
her crystal from our complete
Bridal Registry.
Vicki and Tommy are to be




material status. Don't hesitate
to confide your objectives to
superiors-who should be in a
receptive mood just now.
PISCES
-(Feb. ZO to Mar. 20)
• Stellar influences now give
you an edge in any challenges
you are likely to face-but be
alert, nevertheless. You
COULD miscalculate some-
where along the line.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
truly dynamic individual, ex-
tremely versatile and willing to
work hard for the material
success you crave. You can
achieve it, too, but first must
learn to curb certain traits
which aliewite those in best-
position to help further your
ends. High on this list are
overaggressiveness and ten-
dencies toward sarcasm, but
there's also the matter of
selfishness and an insistence on
having your own way. Tone
down these characteristics and
you'll find your going much
smoother. Fields in which you
could attain your greatest
successes: the law, science,
politics, literature. Birthdate of
William Wordsworth, poet; St.
-Francis Xavier, Apostle of the
Indies; Walter Winchell,
newspaper columnist and TV
personality.
barking on any, new plan or
project; find out if you have all
the necessary data, and if this is
the best time for it. Discretion
needed.
SAGITTARRJS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. ,21)
hor440
You may now be able to find
the solution to a problem which
has beenbothering you for some
time-and in a surprisingly
easmanner.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Good Saturn influences
stimulate your skills and
capabilities. You should feel
enthusiastic about the way
things go now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stars indicate that you could
now strike out for a higher goal.
You may have to take a dif-
ferent route to achieve it, but
the new avenue could be a
better one.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Objectivity and foresight will
be day's prime requirements.
Do not be coerced into deals or




YOU BORN TODAY: Like
most natives of your Sign, you
have been endowed with a
strong gift of leadership, have
tremendous inner reserves of
courage and resourcefulness,
and are capable of achieving
great power in whatever field
you choose as a life work. You
are extremely versatile and
your business acumen is out-
standing. As an executive and
organizer, you are tops-BUT
you will have greater co-
operation in your rise to the
higher echelons if you will curb
tendencies toward overaggres-
siveness and emotionalism.
Bear in mind, always, that
"feelings" have no place in the
business world. Aside from
business, you could excel in the
law, politics, science ( espe-
cially chemistry and medicine)
and literature. Birthdate of:
Albert I, King of the Belgians,
World War I hero; Sonja Herne,
world-famed ice-skater.
Monday, April 7
Calloway County High Sch0Q1
Band Boosters Club will meet at
seven p.m. at the band room of
the school.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m.
Chapter M PEO will meet
with Mrs. Olga Freeman,
Hazel, with Miss Ann Herron as
cohostess, at 7:30 p. m.
Kathleen Jones Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p. m. at the home of
Mrs. Alene Dunn, 1501 Story.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. T. C. Collie at
7:30 p. m.
Recovery, be., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p. m.-
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Woodmen Rangers and
Rangerettes will leave the
Municipal Parking lot at six
p.m. for the skating party and
return at nine p.m.
Classes of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet as follows:
Ann Hasseltine with Mrs. Nola
Lewis at seven p.m.. anti Eather
with Mrs. Margaret Taylor at
7 : 30 p. m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church.
Cordelia Erwin and
Blankenship Circles of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m. prior to the
mission speaker at 7:30 p. m
Tuesday, April 8
The Freed-Hardeman College
Associates will meet at the
University Church of Christ
Annex at seven p. m.
Board of Directors of
Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter will meet at four p.m.
at the court house.
Morning circlei 'of thalirst
United Methodist Churck.
Women wW meet at 9:30 a.m. as
follows: Alice Waters with Mrs
Gene Hendon, Bessie Tucker at
church parlor, and Maryleona
Frost with Mrs. Ralph Nelson
Faith Doran Circle of Firs:
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at two p.m
the social hall.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Charles
Mercer at nine a.m., Annie
Armstrong with Mrs. Kearl
Hussung at 9:30 a.m., II with
Mrs. Bertie Gingles at ten a.m
and III with Mrs. H. C. Chiles at
two p.m.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet at
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Opal Shoemaker. •
Tuesday, April 8
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p. m. with Mesdames John
Hina, Joseph Hendon, Clayton
Adams, Terry Arndt, Morris
Baucurn, Robert Warren and
Dan Parker as hostesses.
Youth Revival









Worship With Our Youth Who Know How To Worship In The Old Fashioned Way
7:30 Each Evening
'Bailey, April 8
Ellis Center will open at ten a.In for Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County. Sack
lunch will beat 1130 a. m. and
table games will start at I;30 p.m.
Joint senior recital of Ray L.
Benton, baritone, Festus, Mo.,
and Craig Ewing, trumpet, Tell
City, Ind., will be at the Farrell
Recital Hall MSU at 8:15 p. m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Woodfin
Hutson at ten a.m, with
program by Mrs. Fred Wells,and IV with Mrs. Robert Puttaffat 7:30 p.m. with program by
Mrs. Richard Greer
- Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hial
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.rn.
Grace Baptist Church







at Mr. And Mrs. Humphrey
Murray QUOta Club will meet • tweIve_noon at the Triangl e
Inn. •
Evening circles of- First-
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
as follows: Ruth Wilson with
,Mrs. James M. Lassiter,.
Wesleyan with Mrs. James A.
Fisher, and Hannah with Mrs.
William E. Page.
Children's Concert by MSU
Symphonic Band, conducted by
Prof. Paul Shahan, in
cooperation with Music
Department of Murray
Woman's Club, will be at Lovett
Auditorium at 8:45 and ten a. in.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30-
p. -m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
will be at the Community
Center on North 2nd Street
starting at 1:30 p. m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Married 50-Y:oars
Mr. and Mrs. Cas Humpirey of Hazel AI celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Friday, April 11.
The couple was married on Easter Sunday in 1925 by Bro.
Fuzzell in Tennessee. Their attendants wecepaello Bradley, Lee
Mills, Lucille Bradly, and Hubert Myers.
Mrs. Humphrey was the former Myrtle Cooper, daughter of the -
late Will and Lora Cooper. Mr. Humphrey is the son of the late Lee
and Lula Humphrey.
They have one daughter, Mrs. George A. (Elsie) Hewitt, and
two granddaughters, Melissa and Melinda Hewitt, all of Dickson,
Tenn.
In accordance with the couple's wishes, no formal celebration is
planned.
PorttoroT od pod tor by cannporgn Ovnd fc, ton
Om ropher for Carnmonwsror th s attorney Mrs































































































Today you can Save even more, fabrics )01 Monique Fabrics sewing club tatirk.
JERSEYS PRINTS... SPECIAL!
made to sell for 2.99 yd on sale I yd.
TERRYCLOTH 2.99yd.
Soft,,,fluffy,'absorbent terrycloth to make cool comfortable robes,
beach cover-ups, loungewear, warm-up suits, as well as pillciws,
SliPcovers, and other home deco%tor items. White and assorted














..--- Saltadaly:1 0371..a.mi°.6toP57311. ;AL. - •--
SAVINGS IS BASED ON ACTUALOIMMCE THIS MERCHANDISE IS OR WAS ORIGINALLY MARKED IN STOCKI
A SPECIAL BUY AT MONIQUE PAE1131c5, THOUGH NOT REDUCED, IS AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.
The M4rray Ledger & Times
R. Gene 11(•Cultheon. editor
Walter L'Apperson. publisher 
vit RR l b .41 waER.s.
lithrials and opinionated articles on this page a
re precasted for
the purpose of providing a forum for the
 free exchange of differing
opinions. tatters to the editor in resp
onse to editorials and
opiekastalarticles are ordwaraged.
The fairs of Mb iiinuipaper arm y be
lieve that to limit
opthionatest articles is /MS thaw par
raliel the editorial
philosophy di this wassapaysir Mid Sea disser
vice to air readers,
therefore we urge resident who do esteem 
with an edairiat stood or
the ideas presented by an individual writer
 in a column. to raapood
with their feelings on the particular issue being
 assume
OPINION PAGE
Page I— Monday Afternoon.




Susan Ford, the 17-year-old
daughter of the President of the
United States and Mrs. Ford,,
sounded like almost normal high—
school senior in a recent interview
with the Associated Press.
She gets an allowance. She oc-
casionally babysits. She teases
her dad. She put her feet on his
desk in the Oval Office and her
mother rebuked her. She wears
blue jeans around the White
House.
And she doesn't like to read
newspapers, didn't fallow. the
Watergate scandal or the trial-in-
Washington. But she has a steady
_boyfriend, a blind date she met a
year ago.
- We don't have the complete pic-
ture, though. The story didn't say
if she had a stereo outfit that is
stuck on full blast, or a drawer full
of bubblegum, or whether she
picks up her clothes and hangs on
the telephone by the hour.
But then, what teen-age girl
wants to discuss those topics with
a strange news reporter, much
less parents?
-Colantaie (S. C.) State
Cattle-Ranchilfg Judge
Two teenagers from Sou
th





The sentence could have be
en a
staggering 41 years in 
the
penitentiary, but the fudg
e 
handed down a three-Year 
sen-




Guess the judge must have bee
n
a cattle rancher.
If the boys had stolen only one
cow instead of three, the cha
rge
might have been reduced to a
misdemeanor.





United States Industrial Council
ToWri3 TOPIC: CELEBRATIN
G FREE ENTERPRISE
Since 1857, socialists around th
e world
have chosen May 1-May Day-as
 the day
to show their solidarity by 
holding
demonstrations. In many 
countries,
believers in socialist economies 
celebrate
their ideological unity by making 
speeches
and parading.
All this time, people who believ
e in a free
economy have been without a sp
ecial day
to celebrate. Well, the Aims of 
Industry
Council in Great Britain intends to
 remedy
that situation. It has proposed that 
the first
International Free Enterprise 
Day be
launched on July 1, 1975. Mrs. 
Margaret
Thatcher, leader of the C
onservative
Party in Great Britain, will be
 the prin-
cipal speaker at a giant free 
enterprise
rally in London.
The idea of an International Fre
e En-
terprise Day is appealing and 
should be
received with favor in the United
 States.
The virtues of the free enterpris
e system
need to be expounded now more th
an ever
before as the nationalizers step-
up their
activities in America.
Free enterprise has the answe
rs to
economic problems around the 
world,
whether in Great Britain or the U
nited
States. In Britain, believers in f
ree en-
terprise know that it is essential for
 their
country to denationalize industrie
s which
are grossly inefficient under 
socialist
control. In the United States, f
ree en-
terprise has the answer to both 
recession
and its fundamental cause-inflat
ion.
In early February, 30 mem
bers of
Congress issued a free 
enterprise




statement on "Alternative E
conomic
Policies" included these eminen
tly sound
words:
We believe that the solutions 
to our
dual economic problems of infl
ation and
recession lie in returning decis
ion-making




what to produce, sell and buy, an
d at what
price levels. The pricing mecha
nism of the
marketplace, derived from the i
nteraction




productive and stable regulato
r of the
economy than government can ev
er be."
The statement also noted th
at "No
government agency or offici
al is as
capable of making such decisions
 as are
the people through the voluntary
 exchange
of goods and services. To be
lieve other-
wise is to deny the basic te
nets of
democracy and liberty."
That is a statement to which beli
evers in
economic freedom throughout 
the world
can subscribe completely. It is a 
statement
that millions of Americans kn
ow to be
true. But, tragically, Congress as 
a whole
does not reflect the outlook 
of the 30
signers.
In this space, it is not possible to
 call the
roll of signers, but the list includ
ed such
staunch free enterprisers as Jack 
F. Kemp
of New York, Robert B
auman of
Maryland, Robin Beard of 
Tennessee,
John B. Conlan of Arizona, Philip C
rane of
Illinois, William Ketchum of C
alifornia,
Floyd Spence of South Carol
ina, and
Steven D. Symms of Idaho.
Hopefully, the American pe
ople will
appreciate the value of this sta
tement by
the courageous 30 who signed
 the
statement on "Alternative E
conomic
Policies." The policies being pur
sued by
the liberal spender majority in C
ongress
will lead this nation to fiscal disaste
r. They
include, as Rep. Kemp has
 said,
"outrageous deficit spending financ
ed by




rightly added that "government is ch
oking
to death the incentives and capit
al in-
vestment necessary to generate the j
obs,
the goods and services so necessa
ry to
increase the wealth of this nation."
The choice of an International
 Free
Enterprise Day should help focus att
ention
on the struggle to prevent destruct
ion of
free societies through creepin
g or
galloping socialism. Michael Iv
ens,
director of Aims of Industry, has b
een
visiting the United States to promote j
oint
action by believers in economic freed
om.
This is a hands across the sea ope
ration
which should enjoy strong support.
Letter To-The Editor --




KET has recently .begun a 
program
FESTIVAL '75 has concluded at KET
 ascertainment project 
in which we are
,..and proved to be a ma
jor success. Our asking Kent
uckians to voice their opinions
/ primary goal of publi
c awareness was concern
ing the types of programs
certainly accomplished. Neve
r in our broadcast on KET
. We hope to reflect
history have so many people
 throughout these opinions 
in expanding our schedule.
the state been involved with a 
KET In creating a devi
ce for Kentuckians to
project, from viewers, contributors 
and express their beliefs
, we developed the
the medals, to the citizens on
 the streets attached form.
talking about it. .
 , We are asking y
ou to please print the
forth in your newspaper as a pu
blic service.
Our goal of raising funds to enable us to
 to all Kentuckians. We are h
opeful that
expand our broadcast schedule was also a with your assistan
ce KET will be able to
major success. We have received broadcast progra
ms that truly reflect the
$45,000.00 and the contributions are stil
l citizens' desires. We hope to
 begin
coming in. As a result, we will soon an- receiving this information in
 the next two
nounce the date when we will be expanding
 weeks following ppblication of it 
in your
our schedule tc seven days. newspaper.
- we- want to. take -this opportu
nity to Thank you again
 for all of your
express our appreciation for your 
easistance. If we can be of service t
o you in
assistance in promoting the FESTIVAL. 
any way, please let us know.
Our clipping service is revealing that you 
Cordially,
were most kind in printing the many 
Gary L. Whittle
releases that we sent you and in promoting 
Special Projects Assistant
it on your own. 





- is your network.
so that KET may bring you
 more informative
asking all Kentuckians to express what they 
feel
information will be used by k ET to develop a plan
about Kentucky—through cove
rage of live events,
interviews, etc.
Fill out the coupon below and mai
l it to NEEDS,
40502. Or phone (collect), area c
ode 606, 233 0665
•
• What do you think are Kentucky's m
ost urgent
•
It belongs to every Kentuckian. And,
and entertaining programming, KET is
are Kentucky's most urgent needs. This _
of bringing more programs, for Kentucky,
documentaries, panel discussions,
 personal
KET, 600 Cooper Drive, Lexington, KY..
and ask for NEEDS. .
•
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Today is Monday, April 7, the 97th day of
1975. There are 268 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1927, an audience at the Bell
Telephone Laboratories in New York wat-
ched the first successful long-distance
demonstration of television. The image
was that of Secretary of Commerce Her-
bert Hoover in Washington.
On this date -
In 1770, the English poet, William Wor-
dsworth, was born.
In 1778, the oldest settlement in Ohio,
Marietta, was founded.
Congress organized the Territory of
Mississippi.
In 1945, U.S-earellanes sank Japan's
Let's Stay Well
Don't Bathe Newborn
-Do no harm" is an old ad
age
in medicine which goes ba
ck to
the days of Hippocrates. In ot
her
words, use treatments tha
t
benefit and avoid three which in
-
jure or impair recovery. Bewa
re
ef overtreatment.
These thoughts come to mind
because of a recent recommen
-
dation by a committee of th
e
American Academy of
Pediatrics that newborn babies
should not be bathed in the tradi
-
tional sense.
Any cleansing should he






sterile water apd cotton
 Small %attire baby Several y
ears ago
amounts of mild, nonmedic
ated rch !lax ts linked 
brain
soap may be used bat-sh
ould he dlmagein premature-
babies to
By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D.
carefully rinsed off the skin.
Utile% the remainder of the
body is excessively dirty it
should not be cleaned.
The AM' Committee stated
that bathing i.pristpontai to
allow the newborn's tem-
perature to stabilize. The report
appeared recently in
"Pediatrics" and was latef sum-
marized in "Modem Medicine."
Nonmedicated soap is recom-
mended because the thin skin of
an infant may he -irritated by
medication and portions of
medication can be absorbed by
whole-body' washings in baths
containing hexachlorophene
Infrequent bathing avoids
mertreatment and assures diiit
we "do no harm"
Q- Mrs. FT wants to know if it
is more effective to punish a
child in the presence of his play-
mates .
A In general, it is undesirable
to punish a child in the presenee
of his playmates should un-
derstand the • reason fir any
punishment If it is done in hale,
suu may be excessively angry ̀It
the-very rung child-through' 
Oriel* ihreis'arite'
:.-emrreirtast
over, and calm down beton,
carrying out punishment. Em-
harraasmg a child in front j his•
••••••••••••,,
BLASINGADIE
playmates should not he a part
of punishment. Try using affec-
tion and comradelinm consis-
tently to Imam any need lei-
punishment.
Q Mr. EN., a, senior citiseti.
wane; to know if most "old pee
ple" have arthritis.
Mnst older persons (m('i
ninety per cent) show evidenee
of degenerative arthritis on
physical or X-ray examinatiere
Fort itnately, only a limited.nuin
her' of theme arms',
impairments ot function. man \
of which can be aquavit ta
treatment •
04,,,right 19111 l'AA41 Iresourr St A. I•
largest battleship, the "Yamato."
Also in 1945, U.S. Army off
icers
discovered a horde of Nazi gold 
and art
treasures hidden in a salt min
e near
Merkers, Germany.
In 1947, the auto pioneer, Henr
y Ford,
died at the age of 83.
In 1967, Israel and Syria foug
ht their
biggest air battle in 19 years.
Ten years ago: President Lyn
don John-
son said the United States was
 ready to
begin, without prior conditions, d
iplomatic
discussions to end the war in So
uth Viet-
ram.
Five years ago: Joseph S
talin's
daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva, 
and an
American artist, William Pete
rs, were
married in Phoenix, Arizona.
One year ago: President Richar
d Nixon
returned to Washington after att
ending the
funeral of French President Geor
ges Pom-
pidou in Paris and conferr
ing with
European leaders.
Today's birthday - Actor 
James Garner
is 47 years old
Thought for today: It takes all so
rts of
people to make a world - Dougla
s Jerrold.




The Lord is my light and my sa
l-
vation; whom shall 1 fear?
 . .
Psalm 27:1.
You know, the only answer I c
an
think of is, "No one!"
Isn't It The Truth.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Our problems with pollution 
from traffic
would not seem so bad if 
we would com-




century, when horses sploshe
d and slipped
in slush and rain and s
tuff, and the street





HEARTLINE is a service f
or Senior




Friday from 9 a. m. until 5 p. 
m. or write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North M
ain St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Rememb
er HEAR-




Heartline: My daughter is 
drawing
social security disability 
from her
deceased father's social securi
ty. If my
daughter gets married, will sh
e lose her
for people 55 years of age or o
lder.
Heartline: My husband has a s
ervice
connected disability. He is classified
 40 per
cent disabled by VA. If he goes 
to hospital -
I've heard his check is increased
. Is this
true?-I. P.
Answer: True, if he is hospitalized
 more
than 21 days, his disability ratin
g would be
changed to 100 per cent which
 would in-
crease his pension.
Heartline: How much of my incom
e goes




Heardine: My wife passed awa
y twO
benefits? __m
onths ago and I am still rec
eiving her
Answer: If your daughter m
arries a social security checks. Am I a
llowed to
man that is healthy and able to 
work, yes, keep them?-J. P. R.
she will lose her check. 
Answer: No, you should take th
em to
Heartline: Do you have to be any par- 
your nearest social security offi
ce and get
ticular age to be a Heartline p
en-pal?-H. a receipt. Any overpayme
nt made by
M. . 
.social security will have to be 
paid back






IC Niou al R flier
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Pocketb
ook
issues rather than emotional matters
 seem
likely to dominate in the 1976 legis
lative
session.
The off and on debates that agitated 
both
sides so greatly on abortion, c
apital
punishment and women' rights no l
onger
make much difference because all
 have
slipped into the federal area.
The legislature tan& little more in
 the
future on such topics than 
follow
guidelines set out by U.S. Supreme
 Court
decisions, and the Equal Rights A
mend-
ment (ERA) already has been passe
d by
this state and is out of the realm
 of
discussion.
The major subjects probably will 
be
collective bargaining for public em
ployes,
financing for public scho
ols and
distribution of excess receipts f
rom the
coal severance tax.
It is possible the three issues 
will
become interwoven, either thr
ough a
trade-off of votes or platforms
 which
would blend a couple.
The blend already has occurred 
in the
form of a proposal by the Kentuc
ky Coal
County Coalition aimed at draw
ing the
education lobby into its struggle
 for more
severance tax money.
Under it the schools would obtai
n tens of
millions of dollars from the tax to 
lift most
districts to the financial expend
iture per
pupil of the wealthier distri
cts-a com-
plicated formula that goes u
nder the
heading of "power equalization.
"
With or without a severance t
ax con-
nection the concept that the stat
e should
help poorer school districts almo
st cer-
tainly will emerge in various ver
sions next
winter.
In addition the interim subcommitt
ee on
education is analyzing the new la
w which
has started a basic change in pa
ying for
public education.
Essentially it makes an individual
 pupil
rather than an entire classroom t
he basic
unit for computing aid to 85 school 
distric-
ts.
The power equalization and pupil 
cost
unit ideas are designed to achieve
 prac-
tical equality of opportunity for 
every
The severance tax dispute involves m
ore
than considerable extra turnback to th
e 43
coal-producing counties.
Proponents also want a sizeable porti
on
allotted with no strongs attached on 
how it
is spent. Currently the state res
tricts
usage mainly to industrial develo
pment
and recreation.
The shape of collective bargaining
 for
public hearings as special legislativ
e com-
mittee is getting mainly predictabl
e spe-
cial interest views from all affecte
d par-
ties.
Other matters which should att
ract
more than the normal amount of deb
ate in
the next General Assembly:
--Method of assessing farmland 
for
property taxes. Currently the lan
d is
assessed on the basis of the sales pri
ce of
comparable farmland. This beco
mes a
problem in urban areas where the l
and is
not necessarily used for crops.
-Fair trade, a euphemism for fi
xing
price floors, especially in the mil
k and
liquor industries. It will be unde
r the
severest attack in many years.
-Professional licensing. A plan is afo
ot
to create a single agency to absorb the
 al
boards currently administering 
and
regulating a variety of businesses 
and
professions.
-Mental health and retardation tre
at-
ment. The entire structure of care
 fais.
been questioned by at least one legi
slatke
committee, which will have more to
 say in
coming months.
-Tobacco marketing practices. 
Far-
mers contend the so-called aucti
on method
act is an allotment allowing co
nspiratorial




building for the state to rescue h
ospitals
and physicians whose malpract
ice in-
surance is soaring out of bounds fi
nancial-
ly or being cut off abrupdy.
Funny
Funny World
When Sir Rudolf Bing took over as
general manager of the Metropolitan
Opera, he made no attempt to conceal his
disappointment in the corps de bailee
whose members lacked animation. "Isn't
it time some of these ballerinas were
retired?" he asked. "Can't we fin
d
Something else for them to do?" "We
usually do," he was told. "When they get
to old to dance, they become secretaries
at the Met." "Oh?" observed Bing. "I
thought it was the other way around."
I0 Years Ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Walsie Lew
is
on the Crossland-Wisewell Road 
was
destroyed by fire this morning.
Residents of Calloway County wil
l join
with others throughout the county in
 ob-
servance of Chamber of Commerce 
Week,
April 4-10, according to Luther Rob
ertson,
president of the Chamber of Com
merce.
Paul Dunlap, age 42, of Hazel 
died
yesterday at the Murray-Calloway 
County
Hospital.
"Mrs. Clete Farmer's red tulips a
re
blooming," from the column, "Se
en az
Heard Around Murray" by Jam
es C
Dr. James Fee of Murray State College
Communications Department wil
l attend
the Central Speech Association Conferenc
e
to be held April 9-10 at Chicago, 
Ill,
20 Years Ago
The Murray Lions Club will conduct 
an
all-out drive on April 12 to sell electric li
ght
bulbs, according to an announcement by
 C.
B. Ford, president of the organization.
Deaths reported are Stanley Burton and
Mrs. Rachel Dublin, age 71.
Sam Boyd Neely will address the eighth
annual Alumni banquet at Hazel High
School on April 9.
Margaret Ruth Atkins and Ann Barnett
are co-chairmen of the annual talent nigh
t
program to be held tomorrow night a
t
Murray High School.
Mrs. Ottis Patton, chairman of the
Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, presided at the workshop
meeting held at the home of Mrs. Robert
0.-Miller.
1/4
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SWINGING AWAY—Murray State leftfieldet Richie White takes a swing and fouls the ball in action
Saturday against Western Kentucky. With he two wins, Murray now goes to 31-4 for the season.
Mike Owen Has Great
end,- ers Don't
By ROSS BOLING
Thanks to the efforts of
number one singles ace, Mike
Owen, the Murray State tennis
team *was sayed from total
embarassrnent this weekend in
Bowling Green.
The Racer netters lost im
portant OVC matches to Middle
Tennessee and Austin Peay by
identical 8-1 scores and in both
matches it was Owen's victory
in singles that prevented
Murray from being shutout.
With this weekend's per-
formance, the intense com-
petitor from Evansville firmly
established himself as one of the
bona-fide favorites to win the
conference championship at the
number one singles position.
Although Murray coach
Bennie Purcell, nursing a
persistent cold and a pulled
muscle in his right little finger
( all weekend he had to shake
hands with his left hand)
couldn't find much to exult
about, he was quite pleased with
Owen:s steady play.
"I think Mike-will prove to be
one of the best number one
players in the conference. He is
certainly one of the best com-
MON DAY-TUESDW • WEDNESDAY
AM TO 2 FMA
2 pc Chicken Hot Roll
Mashed Potatoes S Gravy
or Coleslaw





petitors in the conference and
for that matter, one of the best I
have ever coached," com-
mented Purcell.
People are rarely impressed
when they first see Owen play
and typically express
amazement that he is a number
one player.
His game is characterized by
constant hustle and a patient
consistency that eventually
wears down his opponents.
Unlike most number one
players, he is perserveving-
rather than overpowering.
His game is never attractive
but, predicated on it invariably,
what he likes to call "guts,"
seems to get the job done.
Following his victories over
APSU's George Scott and
Middle's Lasse Durctunan, last
year's runnerup at number one,
Owen was coolly matter-of-fact.
"I just tried to play my best.
Conference matches are the
most important of the season so
there was a little extra
something on the line. I just
wish I could've played better in
doubles."
There was another, kind of
sub-threshold something on the
line, too. Because Bowling
Green's tennis courts are
located adjacent to Western
Kentucky's football practice
field, the weekend's matches
were played against a near
constant backdrop of Western's
spring football practice.
The frenetic drone of colliding
helmets and shoulder pads
distracted most of the players
on both teams but ironically,
helped Owen, a former All-State
football player at Bosse High in
Evansville, to play a little
better.
"All the noise reminded me a
little of Bosse so I got more
psyched up while everybody
else just got distracted."
As it turned out it's too bad




City Council Ward 'B'
Democratic Primary May 27,1975
Paid for by Gary R. Haverstock
the other Racers aren't former
football players as well.
Racer number two, Ross
Boling, a native of Bowling
Green, didn't have a very
successful homecoming.
Having just recovered from a
week-long bout with a cold, he
played well in spots but tired
visibly in the late going as he
lost to APSU's Lawrence Weiss
2-6, 6-1, 6-2 and to Middle's wily
Bob Butterfield, 6-2 6-3.-1:-
Number.three Tom Lie lost to
.APSU's Gary Boss 6-2 6-3 and to
Middle's Geoff Gilchrist, 6-26-2.
At the number four singles
Del Purcell lost a close match to
APSU's George Jimenez 6-4 5-7
6-3 but was beaten rather
handily by Middle's Peter
Douglas 6-1 6-4.
Craig Mangold, Murray's
number five, suffered con-
vincing defeats at the hands of
APSU's Mario Valle, 6-1 6-0, and
Middle's Hayes Blackwell 6-26-
2.
Marigold's doubles partner,
Jim Lukeman, lost to Peay's
Manuel Losada, a former
number one player, 6-1 6-2 and
Middle's Doug Miedaner, 6-1 6-
The doubles play was equally
disappointing.
The number one duo of Owen
and Boling were surprised by
Peay's Weiss and Scott 6-3 7-5,
and were trounced by Middle's
Butterfield and Gilchrist, 6-2 6-
3.
Number two Purcell and Lie
were beaten by Peay's Boss and
Valle, 6-4 6-4 and fell to Middle's
Douglas and Dorchman 6-4 6-4.
Mangold and Lukeman
continued to expereince hard
luck as they lost to APSU's
Losada and Jimenez 6-26-2 and
Middle's Blackwell and
Miedaner, 6-2 6-2.
What was probably the worst
OVC start for Murray in years
left Coach Purcell somewhere
between anticipation and ap-
prehension of next weekend's
conference matches with
Eastern and Morehead at Rich-
mond.
"I think we can win both
matches but if we don't, we're
in really bad trouble," said
Purcell.
The Racers take on coach
Tommy Buford's Memphis
State Tigers tonight at 7:00. The











Limited supply of tickets on sale at Buckingham-Ray, Murray and Hun-'















Pat Doyle - Coach
Siemanowski Leads 'Breeds To
Of Wins Over 'Toppers
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor'
John Siemanowski was dila
Saturday.
No, he wasn't dizzy from a
Friday night party or anything
like that. He was dizzy because
he spent most of the day run-
ning around the base paths at
Reagan Field.
The sophomore rightfielder of
the Thoroughbreds laced eight
hits in 10 plate appearances,
drove in six runs and had a
grandslam homer in pacing
Murray State to a twinkilling of
Western Kentucky.
In the opening contest, the
'Breds scored a tally in the
bottom of the seventh to nip the
Hilltoppers 10-9 while in the
nightcap. Murray ripped their
Ohio Valley Conference faes 17-
3.
Siemanowski was a one-man
offensive show. The Riverside,
New Jersey, native, n transfer
from the University of
Delaware, showed a crowd of
between 1,500 and 2,000 why he
has earned the nickname of the
"Toy Cannon," a name given to
Jimmy Wynn of the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
At one point, the 5-7, 165-
pound Siemanowski laced six
consecutive hits, only one shy of
the record held by Steve Barrett
and Johnny "Red" Reagan,
now of course the Thoroughbred
coach.
With the two wins, the 'Breds
go to 31-4 for the season and are
now 2-0 in the spring race of the
OVC's Western Division.
Murray won the fall division
with a perfect 6-0 mark.
If Murray wins the spring
division, then they will
automatically be in the OVC
Championship series. The OVC
champion will receive an
automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
The 'Breds came into the
twinbill with three consecutive
losses, after a string_ of 22straight wins.
And after the first inning, it
5ppe4red the Murray loss
streak might go to four.
Western ripped Murray ace
Mike Sims for four runs in the
oPening frame, two of which
came on a homer by Terry
Teeder
But Sims came back with a
shot of his own in the second.
After Terry Brown walked,
catcher Gene Steuber drilled a
homer to left and then on the
next pitch, Sims slammed a solo
homer and Murray trailed 4-3.
The 'Breds scored twice in the
third with David Hughes and"
Don Walker picking up the
RBr 
Then in the forth, Murray
added another pair of runs and
did the same in the fifth. Going
into the top of the seventh, the
'Breds led 9-4 and it appeared
Sims was en route to raising his
record to an unblemished 8-0 for
the season.
But like the opening inning, he
ran into trouble.
After two consecutive singles,
Sims retired a man for the first
out of the frame. Then three
consecutive singles and a walk
scored three runs and Sims left
the game.
Sophomore righthander
Terry Brown came in and he
immediately gave up two
passes to send in the tying run.
With one out and the sacks still
full, Glen Petersen of
Elizabethtown came in out Or
the bullpen.
After firing the first pitch
over for a strike, Petersen got
1 - tUaal44.
TRUCKING ON—Don Walker of Murray State hustles down the
first base line but is nailed on a grounder to short. Walker, a
sophomore from Centralia, Ill., belted a three-run homer for the
'Breds Saturday in the twinbill killing of Western Kentucky.
(Stuff Plums by Mike Iresiewt




The weatherman must be a
baseball fan ... at least in Cin-
cinnati.
After more than a week of
unseasonably cold weather, the
temperature rose into the 505
Sunday and a further warming
trend is expected to push the
thermometer into the 60s today
for the opener of the major
league baseball season between
the Reds and the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Three more games are sched-
uled under the lights as the Na-
tional League begins its 100th
campaign and the American
League its 75th.
In the NL, the Montreal
Expos will be in St Louis to
face the Cardinals while the At-
lanta Braves invade Houston to
play the Astros. The lone AL
contest finds the Kansas City




The annual Sigma Nu In-
vitational Track Meet was held
Saturday in Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray State.
Both the boys and girls teams
from Murray Middle School and
East Calloway participated in
the day-long meet.
The sixth grade from
Calloway won a trophy as lid
the seventh and eighth grade
girls teams and the seventh and
eighth grade boys teams from
Murray Middle.
Murray Middle School eighth
grader Thomas Kendall was
presented a trophy as being the
Outstanding Performer in the
-meet. Kendall, a starter in both
football and basketball, won
four events.
Kendall captured firsts in the
long jump, the 440-relay, the 50
and 100-yard dashes.
Jim McCall, coach at East,
and Lee Hook and Beth Broach.
coaches at Murray Middle,
expressed their appreciation to,
Sigma Nu for sponsoring the
event.
The Middle Schoolers will be
at nehnlan 141A School fecii.c
p m Thursday meet with
Brazeiton and Jetton Both the




The Royals and Angels meet
again Tuesday night while eight
other .AL clubs get under way
— the New York Yankees
against the Indians in Cleve-
land, the Milwaukee Brewers
against the Red Sox in Boston,
the Minnesota Twins against
the Texas Rangers in Arlington
and the Chicago White Sox in
Oakland against the world
champion, Catfish Hunter-less
A's.
In NL games Tuesday, the
Philadelphia Phillies face the
Mets in New York, the San
Francisco Giants meet the
Padres in San Diego and the
Braves and Astros go at it
again in Houston.
The recent storm that tor-
mented the Midwest caused two
of Tuesday's scheduled openers
to be called off. The Chicago
Cubs will host the Pittsburgh
Pirates in their NL opener on
Wednesday instead while the
AL's Baltimore Orioles will op-
pose the Tigers in Detroit on
Thursday in a regularly sched-
uled game. Tuesday's game
will be made up later in the
season.
The Dodgers finished four
games ahead of the Reds in the
NL West last year and the two
teams are expected to pick up
where they left off. Don Sutton,
19-9 in 1974, will pitch for the
Dodgers against Cincinnati's
Don Gullett, 17-10, before a sell-
out crowd of 52,000 in Riv-
erfront Stadium, including
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn and Sen. Robert Taft, R-
Ohio, who will throw out the
first ball.
After viewing the Dodgers
and Reds, Kuhn will rush to St.
Louis to watch veteran pitcher
Bob Gibson begin his final sea-
son. Gibson, the winningest ac-
tive pitcher with 248 victories
but trying to bounce back from
a sore knee that dropped his
record to 11-13 last season, will
be opposed by Montreal left-
hander Dave McNally, 16-10
with the Baltimore Orioles, who
traded him during the off-sea-
son.
In Houston, the Braves,
minus Hank Aaron for the first
time in 22 years, will use
knuckleballer Phil Niekro
against the Astros' Larry Dier-
ker.
However, the best may come
when California's Nolan Ryan
hooks up with Kansas City's
Steve Busby. Ryan closed out
1974 with his third career nohit-
ter while Busby has pitched a
no-hitter in each of his first two
seasons.
the batter to hit into a 6-4-3
doubleplay and the 'Breds went
into the home half of the seventh
needing a run for the win.
They got it.
And guess who started the
rally.
With one out, Siemanowski
singled and Leon Wurth walked.
Then Brown rapped a solid hit
into center and that sent in
Siemanowski with the winning
run.
Petersen got credit for the
decision, raising his season
record to 4-0.
In the second game, southpaw
Randy Oliver of Hazel spotted
the 'Toppers a 2-0 lead in the
second as Mewling rapped a
two-run homer.
Then the 'Breds scored seven
times in the third and from that
point on, the large crowd roared
its approval to the dance around
the basepaths.
The big blow in the third in-
ning was a towering thre•oan
homer by sophomore t*--
Walkes. of Centralia, Ill. 1111110
Cathey had a solo homer in the
frame.
In the fourth, Murray
stretched the lead to 8-2 as
Brown singled to score
Siemanowski, who had reached
base on a single.
Then in the fifth, the 'Breda
put nine big runs on the board
and had the huge crowd
roaring.
With nobody out and the sacks
loaded, Siemanowski came to
the plate and killed a belt-high
fastball. The ball soared -high in
the sky and landed about 400
feet away from the plate in
leftfield.
Oliver went the distance on
the hill for the 'Breds in gaining
his sixth win of the season. He
walked one man in the contest,
breaking his string of three
consecutive games without
giving up a pass.




The 'Breds are in Carbondale
today for a inudge rematch
with Southein Illinois. In an
earlier meeting at Reagan
Field, Murray took a 3-2 win
Murray Will be off Tuesday
but will be at home for a 3 p. rn.
single game Wednesday against
Vanderbilt.
Then on Saturday, the 'Breds
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Days of Daniel Boone and his Kentucky
settlers are re-created at the new Fort
Boonesborough, between Richmond and
Winchester. Reconstructed from original
drawings, the fort is as accurate in detail as
history reveals. Costumed artisans demonstrate
the making of soap and candles, weaving, and
many another craft of the early 1800's.
Kentucky's heritage and tradition are preserved
in other state parks and shrines acrost the
Commonwealth ... all within a day's drive of
your own home. So whether you're out for a
one-day jaunt or for a week's vacation, visit
Kenna-If-State Parks this year!
WRITE DEPT. OF MERCK INFORMATION, CAPITOL ANNEX, FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40401
4
The Bank of Murray
Cordially Invites You
And Your Friends To Hear
Mr. Donald MacDonald
and
Mr. William T. Simpson
on
Living Trusts and Estate Planning
Free and Without Obligation yniversiti Bra.nc..h ,Bonk of Mut-ray
...;642120tualstah..."„1-25sdayAggl2,9 p. m
. For further information and consultation appointments contact
Marjorie Wadi Dunn, Main Office, Bank of Murray, Phone 7531189,3
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Knicks Manage To Get
Into Playoffs Again
By The Associated Press
For the ninth straight year,
the Igew York Knicks are a
shoo-in for the National Basket-
ball Association playoffs. But
this time it's a pretty tight fit.
The Knicks, who used to
breeze into the playoffs in past
years, had to squeeze in this
time - and in fact needed the
help of another team to do it
Sunday.
The Knicks beat the Buffalo
Braves 105-93 and then had to
sweat out Kansas City-Omaha's
95-94 victory over the Cleveland
Cavaliers. The results gave
both teams identical season-
ending records of 40-42, but the
Knicks claimed the wild-card
oerth because they beat the
Cavaliers 3-1 in their season
series. -
'"We really played like the
Knicks of old," said Walt Fra-
zier, who led the Knicks with 26
points. "The ball was zinging
around and we were-really
moving. Buffalo likes to do a
lot of switching on defense, and
we made them-pay for it. We
found the open man."










is nice to get into the playoffs,"
added Frazier's backcourt accumulated 2,948 with San
mate, Earl Monroe. - Francisco in the 1963-64 season.
The Knicks landed the 10th--- Kings 95, Cavaliers 94
and last berth and will face_ Nate Archibald scored 33
points and Ron Behagen
blocked a shot by Fred Foster
with one second left as Kansas
City-Omaha shattered Cleve-
land's playoff hopes.
Houston Tuesday night in the
opener of the Eastern Confer-
ence playoffs. In another first-
round game Tuesday night,
Seattle will play Detroit in the
Western Conference.
In other games Sunday, the
Washington Bullets beat the
New Orleans Jazz 119-103; the
Portland Trail Blazers walloped
the Los Angeles Lakers
the Seattle SuperSonics stopped
the Phoenix Suns 114-111 and
the Chicago Bulls ripped the
Milwaukee Bucks 112-100.
Triggered by Frazier's lead-
ership and a burst of 14
straight points in the third
quarter, the Knicks rolled past
Buffalo. New York's victory
overshadowed a 32-point effort
by Buffalo's Bob McAdoo,
which made him the fifth high-
est single-season scorer in NBA
history. McAdoo finished the
season with 2,831 points, the
most since Wilt Chamberlain
Bullets 119, Jazz 103
Wes Unseld hauled down 30
rebounds to win the' NBA's re-
bounding title as Washington
beat New Orleans.
Trail Blazers 126, Lakers 97
Lloyd Neal poured in 21
points and Portland outscored
Los Angeles 38-15 in the second
period to run away from the
Lakers.
. Sonics 114, Sims 111
, Archie Clarke fired in 31
POInts to lead Seattle over
Phoenix.
Bulls 112, Bucks 100
Norm Van Lier scored 24
points and Roland Garrett





-16-Dual Meet  Saturday
Powerful Western Kentucky, Ford was second in the
perhaps the best track team in
the United States, easily
defeated Murray Saturday in a.
dual meet at Bowling Green.
The 'Toppers amassed 117
points while Murray managed
to get 26, which is more than
what most teams have scored
LIU& year of Western in dual
meets..
Murray had two winners.
Steve Ford won the shot put
with an effort of 51-11/2 while
Don Bibbie was third with 45-
1034. Western's Jesse Stuart,
the best in the nation, did not
participate because of a broken
thumb.
The other win was scored by
Norman deCaussin in the pole
vault. Going against a steady
wind, deCaussin still managed
to clear 14-0 to take first place.
Murray had two second-place
finishes on the day.
18 Months Of Frustration Over
For Weiskopf At Greensboro
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
GREENSBORO, N.C. (API -
"I've worked hard," Tom Weis-
kopf said. -I'm back."
But Weiskopf, a winner again
after 18 months of frustration,
was not the only one to turn a
happy face toward Augusta,
Ga., and the upcoming Mas-
ters, that annual spring rite
that occupies a unique position
in the game of golf.
While Weiskopf's relatively
easy, front-running, three-
stroke triumph Sunday made
him the happiest man in the
Greater Greensboro Open,
from-pt. A.I.--Service
For experienced breeding assistance — and a wide
choice of bulls in dairy, beef and exotic breeds —







there was a large number of
pro golf's greats who found
their own ray of a sunshine in
the wind and cold that plagued
this old event.
"I think I accomplished what
I wanted to," said Johnny Mil-
ler, a three-time winner this
season who made a surprise en-
try here to hone his game for
the Masters.
"I played a good, solid tour-
nament," he said. "My game is
good. My swing is good. My
putting is coming along. It isn't
great yet, but it's good." He
tied for sixth.
"I'm really quite pleased,"
said Gary Player, the gritty
little South African who holds
the British Open crown and will
defend in Augusta. A final
round 69 brought a big smile to
his face.
"That's the best round I've
played in several years," said
Arnold Palmer. "It's really
very encouraging." After shoot-
ing himself out of contention in
the early going, Palmer closed
with a five-under-par 66 in the
final round but, like Player,
was far, far back
"Fantastic," said Lee Elder,
who will be the first black to
play in the Masters. "Maybe I
can surprise some people." He
scored a rare double eagle -
holing a 181-yard five iron sec-
ond shot on the par five 14th
hole.
And Lee Trevino finished a
very creditable fourth in the
wind and biting cold that sent
him digging for extra sweaters
every round. "I was wearing
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 14. We're human, and once
in a great while we make a mistake.
But if our error means you must pay
additional tax, you pay only the tax.
We pay any interest or penalty.
We stand behind our work.
ii!cosoial
903 Arcadia St.
Nes - 64_881„ Phase 753-11161
N WIIITIUT 1111NEUNT Only 9 Days Left
GOGMEILCOC1142
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
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2 pc. Chicken Hot Roll
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or Coleslaw Imt.
A COMPLETE MEAL p a
KentweiN Fried Chicken
• 1113S carnore
everything I owned," said Tre-
vino, who shot a late round 68
for 281.
But Weiskopf, a leader since
his opening round of 64, was
the happiest of them all. He
pushed his bulging lead. to six
shots with a 15-foot sidehill put
for an eagle on the ninth hole,
then cruised home with a 68
and a 275 total, nine under par
on the 6,643-yeard Sedgefield
Country Club course.
Veteran Al Geiberger. quietly
slipped in to take second with a
66--278 after Jerry McGee,
Weiskopf's only real challenger
in the final round, hit in the
water and made a double bogey
on the 17th hole. He was third
at 68-280.
GREENSBORO, N.C. API -
Top scores and money winnings
after Sunday's final round in
the $225,000 Greater Greensboro


























TRENTON, N.J. - A.J. Foyt,
averaging 154.625 miles an
hour, collected his 50th victory
in national championship rac-
ing, winning the Trenton 200
auto race at Trenton Inter-
national Speedway.
NORTH WILKESBORO, N.C.
- Richard Petty recieved the
checkered flag almost four
miles in front second place fin-
isher Cale Yarborough to win.
the 250-mile Gwyn Staley Me-
morial Grand National stock
car race.
javelin with a toss of 169-1 while
in the 440-yard dash, Mike
Campbell was second in 49.4. In
the same event, Racer Lester
Flax was third with a 51.0.
The winner of the 440 was
Hilltopper freshman Bernd
Herrmann of Germany.
Herrmann set a new school
mark of 46.8. Last year, his 45.1
ranked him as the fourth best
quarter man in the world.
He plans to leave Western
after one year and return home
to his native land.
Murray had a bundle of third
In the field events, Kevin
Caines was third in the triple
jump with a 47-51/2, Don Bibbie
in the discus with a 118-5 and, of
course, Bibbie was third in the
shot.
Flip Martin, who just last
week set a new school record to
6-1034 in the high jump, ailed to
clear the opening jump of 6-6
and didn't place Saturday.
Third places in running
events included: Gordy Ben-
field with a 4:17.7 in the mile;
Joe Patrick with a 9.9 in the 100-
-yard dash; Dennis Mabbitt with
a 1:54.7 in the 880; Gary Craft
with a 55.7 in the intermediate
hurdles; Lester Flax with a 22.5
in the 220 and Brian Rutter with
a 14:11.3 in the three-mile run.
National cross country
champion Nick Rose _ won the
three note in a fine 14:00.3 while
fellow Englishman Chris Ridler
was second in the same time.
Running open was former
Murray State All-American
Sam Torres. For most of the
race, Torres led but was beaten
in the final 100 yards. Ton-es
finished with a 14:06.
Murray will be in the
Dogwood Relays this weekend
at Knoxville. The next home
meet Will be a week from
Saturday as the Racers host
Middle Tennessee to a dual
conference meet.
Nets' Hex Over Spirits Still
Intact, Colonels Edge Sounds
By The :Associated Press
When the New York Nets
need a start, Bill Melchionni's
got the spark to do it.
The Nets' machine was
stalled Sunday until their play-
making guard got into the
game - and then it was full
speed ahead en route to a 111-
105 American Basketball Asso-
ciation playoff victory over the
SpItits of St. Louis.
"I thought Melchionni was
the total difference," said New
York Coach Kevin Loughery
after his club took a 1-0 lead in
the best-of-seven Eastern Divi-
sion series.' He got the ball to
the right spot every time. No
question that Mel will get more
playing time. The team needed
movement when I put him in -
and they got it."
Win Tourney  
PITTSBURGH (AP) -- Sur-
prising Carnegie-Mellon has
won the first annual In-
vitational College Hockey Tour-
nament, defeating Penn State 3-
1 in the title game.
Pitt and Navy battled to a 6-6
tie in the consolation match.
Tourney sponsors decided not
to go into sudden death because
of the press of time Sunday.
Gets Scholarship
-- MACON, Ga. AP - Cindy
Brogdon, a t-foot-11 forward
who averaged 28.9 points per
game in a four-year high school
basketball career, has become
the first woman to receive an
athletic scholarship from Mer-
cer University.
"She could have gone any-
where she wanted to go,"
Coach Peggy Collins said of
Miss Brogdon, 18, one of Geor-
gia's most sought-after female
basketball players.
"She is one of the finest play-
ers I have ever seen,"
Miss Brogdon was named
Georgia's top woman player
three times and led Greater At-
lanta Christian of Roswell to
three state basketball cham-
pionships.
Melchionnfwas recognized as
New _ York's Most Valuable
Player Sunday without scoring
a point. St. Louis was winning
87-81 with 10 minutes to play
when Melchionni came off the
bench and turned the game
around.
Melchionni, a onetime starter
shunted to reserve status, ran
the Net offense with an iron
hand and collected six assists
to help New York pull away.
"Just before I went in,
Loughery told me to get
ready," - said Melchionni. "I
looked at the game and decided
what I had to do when I got
In other playoff games Sun-
day, the Kentucky Colonels
beat the Memphis Sounds 98-91
in the Eastern Division and the
-Denver Nuggets stopped the
Utah Stars 1224107 in the West
opener.
Along with Melchionni's guid-
ing force in the late stages, the
Nets got a 32-point performance
from Julius Erving and 24 from
Billy Paultz, who hit 11 of 12
shots from the field.
Colonels 98, Sounds 91
Artis Gilmore scored 25
points to lead Kentucky over
Memphis. The Colonels never
trailed after the closing min-
utes of the first period, al-
though Memphis was able to
close within two points, at 85-
E13, with five minutes remaining
ir(the game.
Nqggets 122, Stars 107
Balbtawking guards Mack
Caltn ond Fatty Taylor ignited
Denver's racehorse offense to
help tie Nuggets whip Utah.
The Miggets, who led 53-51 at
the ha f, scored seven straight
points ,.arly in the third period
to take a 60-53 lead they never
relinquished. Denver had eight
players ir double figures, led
by Ralph .,nipson's 20 points.
Murray Women Get Third
In Weekend Track Meet
The Murray State women's
track team finished third over
the weekend at the Southwest
Missouri :Invitational Track
Meet.
Powerful Iowa State won the
event with 1951/2 points while
Kansas State was a distant
second with 135. Other scores
included Murray 681/2, Illinois
State 41, Southwest Missouri 32
and Memphis State 11.
Murray had two people place
second in the meet.
Babs Laha was runnerup In
the discus with an effort of 106-
134 while in the long jump, Joan
Weber wa_.s jecond with 15-103%.
Sue Sewing took a third in the
javelin with a 124-2, Carol
Schafer was third in the high
jump with a 4-1 and Lissa More
was third in the two-mile with a
12:08.3.
Two relay teams finished
third. The 880-medley team
composed of Pattie Fitzhugh,
Linda Rudolph, Glenda Rudolph
and Brenda Bennett was third
in 2:00.5 while the mile-relay
team composed of Jewel Hayes,
Bennett, Jana Jones and Kathy
Schafer was third in 4:22.2.
Three individuals earned
fourth places. Linda Erwin had
an 18.3 in the 100-meter hurdles,
Carol Schafer a 73.1 in the 440-
yard hurdles and Babs Laha a
124-2 in the javelin.
The 440-relay team of Weber,
.Linda Rudolph, Patty Brown
And Fitzhugh was fourth with a
52.7.
Fifth place finishes included
Moore in the mile with a 5:30
and Carol Schafer in the 880
with a 2:29.3.
Glenda Rudolph was sixth in
the high jump with a 4-8 and
Kathy Schafer was tied for sixth
in the 440-yard dash with a 64.0.
This weekend, the Racer
women will host the 18-team
Murray State Invitational
which will begin at 9 a. m




We cordially invite you to come in and se our complete line of
needlework and accessoriPs. We hat7e needlepoint, crewel,
cross-stitch, rugs, and a complete selection of yarns for knitting
(Ind crocheting. just look for thp atening-on No: 4th'
*ffiiirtOrferrq!:10.--iffOffritritrAKArt SHOPEN.!
We've got a pick-up just
right for you.
Come out and look over the great selection of
Datsun's pick-ups, one of our salesmen will be






























































Read the Want Ads
today and everyday for
top buys!
And when you
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I will on Monday, April 28, 1975 at 10:0
0 A. M. at the Court House
door at Murray, Calloway County, Ken
tucky expose to public sale
to the higest bidder the following de
linquent tax claims upon
which a real estate assessment appear
s (the amount includes the
tax, penalty, Sheriffs service fee a
nd advertising cost). The
claims sold become a lien upon the 
property described upon the
face of the tax bill and are subject to 12
 per cent per annum.
MAURICE WILSON






233 Barger, Zelma J 
699.91
269 Batoon, Solomon Gordon %. 
94.29
301 Beaugard, Georgia 
9 32
327 Berry, Joseph 
49.66
334 Betts, Marie Brandon 
111.91
404 Bogard, Loman Rudell. 
164.64
503 Brandon, Bobby L 
46.85
902 Coates, Mew Smith..
108,3 Crider, Rowland!..
- 22 26-





1130 Cunningham, Theodore R. 
48.14
1196 Diamont, Eugene A. 
112.87
39.51
1294 Dowst, David W. 
1313 Dunbar, Ella Est 
17.95
1421 Ellis, M. C 
74.03
1562 Farris, Tremon P. Jr. 
203.45
- 46.06




2013- Harding, Bert 
11.90
2023 Harmeyer, Virginia 1
51.68
2202 Hodge, John S.-Donald L. Nanny 
124.07
2208 Hodges, John- Don Nanny 
127.53
2288- Hombuckle, William Jr., Sr. 3
521
2373 Hughes, James T 1
62.05
2395 Huie, Ha Mae 39
.51
2503 Jackson, Richard G 2
20.02
2522 James, Kerry D 112.8
7
2709 Jones, T. Raphael 1
33.43
2776- - Kenley, Lou Ellen 
48.14
2827 King, Owen 30
.89
2866 Koerien, Howard B. - Newel S. Knight 108.5
4
2880 Kroening, Katherine .. 
78.35
2900 Lamastus, Robert 199
.15
2904 Iamb, David M 154
.47
2932 Lancaster, J. B. 65.4
0
2360 Lasater, Joe F. „ 1
33.77
3192 Martin, Queen .... 17.9
5
.
3221 Mathis, Kenneth 185.3
4
3269 Merino, James A 131.8
5
3275 Meyer, Nora A 
3397 Morris, Est. c-o Glendale Reaves 30.89
3404 Morris, Mrs. Mavis .0 143.05
3587 McGeehee, Desiree 35.21
3671 Nance, Jerry 37.3
5
3707 Newport, H. M • 30
.89
3870 Parker, Billy Joe 234
.54
4004 Peeler, Birdene 
91.2s
4248 Reynolds, Charles H. ,
174.64
4361 Robinson, Ronald Lee 
147.38
4372 Rogers, Glen 
173.56
4410 Rose, Euel Michael .
143.92
4439 Ross, Thomas 
11.90
4566 Schorrig, Eberhard W 24
6.60
4661 Shelton Don 11
7.17
4779 Skinner, John W 
34.42
4782 Skinner, Oscar 13.
63
4876 Spann, Cross 113.
24
4912 Spencer, Jesse 1
56.01
4953 Starks, Neal 1
12.87
4954 Starks, Neal 4
7.28
5069 Summerville, Myra D 26
2.10
5306 'rri-Way Oils Inc. Tenn. Corp. 367.30
5354 Turpin G. W 125.
80
5374 Underwood, Mrs. Ronald 225.03
5424 Vied, George A .. 163.
43
5511 Walls, Harold 51.
67
5513 Walls, Harold 13.63
5515 Walls, Harold G. - James Lynwood 23.98
5518 Walls, James 8
7.74
5522 Walls, Wilburn 6
5.40
5565 Warren, Edward C ' ,
177.75
5644 Wells, Oina 
17.95
5777 Williams, R. H. 932
5778 Williams, R. H. -
22.26
5801 Willoughby, Doug 242.29
5885 Wofford, Louise 
8 44
5917 Workman, Danny E 164.
64
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
6079 Adams, Hugh Gene ,
 65.70
6087 Adams, James E.-Lind, ...... 
7  51
6122 Adcock, F. D - 
'7  51
6130 Adsrt, Glenn 
626
6138 Ahart, Larry Nix 
52.23
6143 Ahart, William 
29.93
6145 Ainsworth, Charles H. 
8  16
6183 Alkire, Fred E. 
. _,  _ 875
6203 Mlbritten, Michael 
7  88
6221 Allen, David D. 
6  89
6222 Allen, David • 
.  10.47
6223 Allen, Edward D.-Harriett 
 11.24
6236 Allen, William H. 
16.97
6253 Allmon, Dean Edward 
14.46
6313 Anderson, Thomas F 
15.89
6314 Anderson, Thomas F. 
 7.20
6337 Applegate, Carl 
 6.89
6425 Austad, Glen H 
 6.89
6447 Saar, Robert K 
 188.88
6521 Bakenhus, John F 
7  51
6613 Barlow, William A 
6  26
6627 Barnes, Richard-Dora , 
 11.30
6664 Barnett, Shirley 
65
6673 Barnett, Wm. Ray • 1 
7  51
6715 Barto, Oscar C. . 
5  94
6725 Bass, Jesse 
7  51
6727 Bateau Reparer 
• 1767.77
6728 Bates, Xudrey Et Al ' 
 . 7.20
6738 Baylor, Billy  . 
 . 6.58
6773 Bazzell, William E  
, 10.03
61137 Beane, Rubena . • • ••••••
••• •••••••• •.10,04 • •••
  V*, VT., illi,-• 
• . 14.46
6887 Bell, Beverly Bruce 
41.43
6888 Bell, Carl 
..  619
8905 Bell-Overby  . 
6  26
hc,a- are2+ -







6957 Berry, Joseph N
6997 Billheimer, John K
7039 Bishop, C. A. Deed
7137 Bose, Thomas W. 
7167 Bogard, Phillip  
7180 Boggess, Jerry ' 
•  • • • •
7186 Boggess, Trellis Elm
o 
7187 Boggs, Burel 
7207 Bongardner, A. Lie
7234 Border, David 
7265 Bowling, Neil Wesley
7272 Boyd, Bobby 
7290 Boyd, Tony T. 
7294 Boyer, Lloyd 
7303 Bradley, Emma Lee
7320 Brande, Jeff L.
7439 Brinkley, George
7444 -- Brisendine, Larry 
7446 Britt, James E. 
7447 Britt, Lamaurr. Sr 
7450 Brittain, J. B. - William Br
ittain
7502 Brown, Dale 
7569 Bruce, Mrs. Logan 
7585 Bryant, Charles
7709 Burkeen, Dayman L 
7773 Burkhart, Alvin W 
7784 Burnette, Ralph G 
7789 Burns, J. W
7801 ,Burton, Euva-A. C 
7917 Cam, Bill 
7945 Calhoon, Ewin
7979 . Campbell, Burton L 
8007 Canning, John Francis
Glenn-N - 107.75











































Carver, Kenton Clair 
Carver, Kenton Clair 
Cashon, Fred 
Castro, Richard 
Catet, Walter M 
Cherry, Gerald D 
8358 Cissell, Charles E. Sr
843.5 Clayton, Delbert E 
8445 Cleaver, Garvin 
8470 Clifford, Margaret L. ,
8486 Cobham, Jan-Brenda
8506 Coffey, Carthel
8507 Coffey, Carthel 
8585 Collie, Jimmy 
8666 Colson, W. Lonnie 
19.48
8677 Combs, Deruns W 
594
8773 Coon.Charles E. 
594
8800 Cooper, James P. Jr.
8872 C,othron, Miss Tylene 
 10.03
9039 Crocker, Bobby 
6  26
9056 Crouch, Jerry 
206.48
9060 Crouch, Max 
 52.23
9106 Crutcher, Wayne 'Yr 4 
689




9139 Cundift, James H. -
 3.78
9189 Cunningham, Fobert F 
878
9222 Curd, T. G. Jr . 
 58.53
9237 Cutler, 
 -5  94
9245 Dailey, Thomas W. Jr 
846


































Hall, Jackie W. 
Hall, riakomis 
Hammons, Wayne 
Hanunons, John W. 
Hampton, Emily 

































9356 Davis, C. A. 
7  51
9361
9362 Davis, Elsie 
928
9383 Davis, Ray 0. .. 
863
9384 Davis, Richard P 
58.5 137503
9386 Davis, Robert 
7.46
9479 Dewey, Daniel 
6 
8  12 13217
26 13194
9394 Davis. Wayne
9471 Deutsch, Steve . 689 13229A
9516 Dietz, Jack L. Est.-B. F. Dietz 
626 13235
. 
9628 Dorris, Luther J 
594 12290
9632 Doster, John L 
9  42 -- 13293
9638 Doty, Blair. ..._-____-___. ,,,
 . „  ,,-„-.--.,„ 8  16 13298
9684 Do_wey, Bolord 
4874816 11336633 7"
9640 Doty, John Blair 
69657 Dow, F
loyd A. - Esther L. 
9745 Dulaney, W. T - - 
, , 17,59 13452
i. 66  89269 113426315
9693 .,..,:-., Mims, Ed - - - -- - -
9736 Duke, Marvin J. 
9737 Duke, Marvin J. Jr. 
9778 Duncan, E
9818 Dungy, Elmo . 
151.64t1 ' 1348078ugene 
9789 Duncan, Hubert 
9840 Dunn, George L. 
. 186 .8110216i :135
9790 Duncan, Hine 
9885 Dye, Dave 
6  89 13556




9973 Edwards, Kenneth A 
 1.6 
°8
9953 Edwards, Ernest 
689





10000 Elam, Hal B. 13649
10099 Elliott, James 
30.19
10030 Eli, Raymond A
074 Elkins, Lonnie 
7  51






10098 Elliott, James H 
 13663





10284 Eve, James-Patric 
10306 Fain, Jackie D. 
 13746
-Davis, Donald L. • • •r•-•-  ••••-•-• •••••••••  •-•-• •-• •11, 4 •• 
• . 6.1
33.40
10339 Fannaro, Len 
8.16 13820
10407 Faughn, Don 
- 156.11 13864
10413 Faulks, James 0.-Jacquelyn Hit
e 10.03 
13901
10423 Feller, Erick 
942 13923
19451 Ferguson, Edward R. 
5  64 13938
10502 First Ky. Dev. Co. Inc. 
 13944
10563 Fogleman, John W. 
13963
10583 Ford, Joe 
 13983
10589 Foreman, Adell Pettie
10603 Forrester, Jean
10625 Foster, Hermes G.-Mary E.
10717 Funston, Richarrl L
10744 Furkano, Thomas J
10746 Fusco, Frank G.
10825 Futrell, Robert D
10843 Gaddie, Gordon 
10996 Garland, John S 
10947 Garland, John Sanders
10959 Garland, Paul Wayne 
10960 Garland, Randel Gene
11061 • Gidcomb, Clarence L. 
11092 Gill, Harry Sr .
11103 Gilmore, Michael A 
11137 Gobble, Thomas J. or Bettie R. Jr.
11140 Godwin, Joe E.
11144 Goheen, Emily 
11182 Goodwin, Russell A 
11181 Goodwin, Russell •
11204 Gough, James Robert 
11219 Graffis, Carl 
11242 Graves, Richard E. 
11243 Graves, Richard E. 
 10 03 ac4,7 arsha Ow es 
-Behreetier, DevIHe
Schoellhamer






















































Harris Edward P. 
Harris, Lowell H. 
Harris. Renard Jr.
Hart, James H.






























Haywood, David 6  89
Haywood, Doris L. 
 . 11.30
Hazel Lumber Co. • ‘..4T4STr=e-e  . -18.23






Hendricks, Charles B 402.1
3
Hendricks, James & 59
4
Henson, Joel M 689
Herman, Joseph 59
4
Hightower, Ernie  • • 6
  26
Hill, Frank W. 75
1
Hill, James R. 
 10.47
Hindman, Mary Billington 
6-26
Hisaw, James R 6
26



















Hubbell, Larry R 
594
Hughes, Roy N 
8.78
Hurt, Ted L 
67.96




J B J C,orp. 
 10.03
Jackson, William A 
626
Jacobson Linda Star 
6  28
Jennings, James F  
10.03
Jennings Jerry P. 
594
Johnson, Garvin A 
 11.30
Johnson, Gordon W. -Dollyann 
9  97
Joiner. William - 
7  51




Jones, Charles K. or L. Dale 
689
Jones, Mrs. Edna A. • 
626
Jones, Gerald W 
$9.42
Jones Mildred M 
39.48
Jones Thomas R 
23.89




Justice, Scotty  _








Keyes, Richard F. 
816
Kimbrell, Melvin




King, James R 
11.30








Kizzie, Dale M. '
Knight, Richard 
Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr.
Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr.
Kraft, Gerald L. . 
. .80.56
Kruse, Howard A. 
816





Lamastus, Robert Byron 




Lankford, Mrs. Mary Diane













14389 Marvin, Mrs. Bobby Jack
14478 Maye, Kenneth
14483 May e, Kenneth W. 
14501 Mays, Emmett E
14514 Mectin, Floyd 4 _ 
14532 Me&11, Hyburnia 
14541 Metcalf, Ruth Ann
14542 Meunier, Charles L.
14554 Mid State Homes Inc
14555 Mid State Homes Inc
14573 Miller, Charles E
14574 Miller, Charles E
14575 Miller, Charles E.-Galon Killer
14608 Miller, George C
14617 Miller, Herman W. . ..
. --1.• • • • • 6119
14673 Miller, Robert D. 
641
14680 Miller, Robert W. 
799
14686 Miller, Thelma 
83.72
14887 Miller, Thelma 
30.19
" 4

















14743 Mitchell, Elster R.
14744 Mitchell, Elster R.
14752 Mitchell, Mary 
658
14766 Mitchuson, Obie Gene 
30.19
14772 Moeller, Karl C 
8  16
14798 Mohundro, Robert M 
178
14802 Mondragon, Angel 
10.35
14845 Moore, Dick Inc 
8  16
14846 Moore, Dottie 
• 8  78
14851 Moore, Eston Z 
620
14889 Morgan, Connie 
7  51
14908 Morgan, James H. 
11.30
14940 Morris, Essie-Darrell 
3665
14950-3  Morris, Mtchael Wayne 
 --
15002- Morrison, Robert E 
878
15034 Moss, Russell - 
658
i'514,3 Myers, Jerry J.-John L. Brawr
tir.-- ---
15158 Myers, Mrs. Wayne 
49.18
15193 McCallon, Joe Pat 
31.68
15210 McCasey, Albert Michael 
  10.03
15261 McConnell, Gerald 0 
837
15274 McCoy, Mike 
77.32
15275 McCoy, Ramona 
' 6  26
15288 , McCuiston, Billy 
27.21
15327 McCuiston, Mrs. Robbie. _ 
36.48 _ _
15394- McFarland, Helen H. 
594
15413 McGuins, Gene 
5  94
15420 McIntosh, Ronnie 
 --------682
15440 McKie, Donna Jean 
594
15441 McKie, Donna Jean. 
564
15459 McKinney, Raymond C 
 105.74 .
15478 McLeod, Claude 
33.34
15484 McLeod, Wayne 
30.07
15526 Nance, Faye 
• 78.68.
15609 Ness, Donald G. 
626
15612 Nestrud, Maurice J. 
 11.30
15628 Neuhoff, William E. 
626
15637 Newcomb, Hpward or Jann„, 
7  51
15641 Newman Walter-Sam . 
8.78
15642 Newman, Walter E.-Sara. 
35.52
15654 Newsome, Delbert 
 149.40
15690 Nixon, Herman M. 
564
15691 Noble, Virgil or Lois K. 
5  94
15692 Noble, Virgil 
594
15693----- Noble, Virgil-Lois 
658
15694-- Noble Virgil or Wra. Edward Jr 
626
15717 Norman, L. C. Jr. ......
_ -  _6.26
1574T-liforthcott, Richard L. 
•  7.67
15774 _ Odell, Ben K. 
11.30
15780 Odom, Harry 
 -10.03
15826 Orrliway, Eldon 48
.50 _ 
15827 Ordiway, Eldon 36
.48
15829 Orgon, Wayne 
7  51
1581 Orr, Mrs. Hthda 
 11.30
16039 Owerns, Edward 
11.30
16056 Oxford Finance Co. Inc 
$19.48
16064 Padgett, Clifford 
6  89
16174 Parks, Anna Lou 
564
16203 Parmly, Donald R 
„ .. 8.16
16381 Payne, James Franklin 
10.00
16408 -Peer, Franklin 
8  78
1E479 , _Persall, Judith Etal 
71.12
16498 Petty, Geo. Jr.-Michael Petty 
10.98












16533 Phillips, Joe Pat  
- • . 130.93#
16564 Pierce, James M 
83.72
594 16602 Pittman, Hubert 
  .27.05
16604 Pittman, Hubert-Hafford Hutchins
  13.18
16624 Poe, Richard B. 
594
16625 Poe, Richard B. 
594
16632 Pokoyski, Ronald J  • 
8  16
16667 Potts, Gene 
14.46
16727 Prescott, Robert Eugene 
  67.96
16729 Presley, Williard C. 
0 8  16
A.. 6.26 16770 Pritchard. Jo
hn E. 58.08
53.76 16778 Pritchett, Bobby 
27.05
6  89 16803 Privitt, F,arl 
6  26
564 16804 Proctor, Billie G. 
 7.51
16814 Provine, James M 
8  16
16822 Pryde Paul C. 
7  51
16823 Pryor Harold 
6  26
16878 Quick, Silas 
5  64
17.59 16905 Raines, Edmund E. 
658
38.37 16913 Ralph, Rachael 
972
84.13 16915 Ralph, Rachael V 
11.93
7  20 16933 Ramsey, Wilbur 
5  94










  27.67 14282,
143.52 14284 -
-* • 6'89 - 
14289
.13.18 14290
Leighton, Andrew J. 
Lenhardt Robert E.






Lindsey, Richard W 
7  20
Littan, Donnie W 
689
5  79 16940 Ranson, Vester 
130.93
737 16956 Raspberry, Bud A. 
 •  15.08
16963 Raspberry, Joe M 
9  42
16982 Ray, David 
' 5  G4
Lively, James E Jr 
Lively, James 0. 







Love, Philip L. 
6  58
Loveall, Joseph M. Jr 
658
Lovett, David L 
7  51
Lowe, ',andel! W.  _
  20.75
Lowe, Landell W. 
 39.53
Lowery, Pantie' N 
 10.67




17066 Reibitz Ola Mae 
 10.03
17073 Reilly, Charlie
23.89 17083 Retirement Acres
9  35 17084 Retirement Acres
8  78 17085 Retirement Acres
8  16 17108 Rhodes Verlan





Mann, Anthony AI 
751
6  89 17129 Richardson, Rodney D.
689 17168 Riley, Clayton
17190 Risner, Bartheld
17210 . Robbins Earl B
17360 Roby, H. E. 
11.30 17364 }lodgers, James M
33.34 17396 Rogers, Orrin R
7  67 17406 Rogers Terry  
7  20 17428 Roper, Derald P
















17505 Ross, Wilburn 
17518 Rowland, Joe P.
17548 Rudd, Stewart W Jr 
17562 Rule, Leon 
17577 Rushing, John R.
17587 Russell, Charles D 
17591 Russell, Donald R.  
17609 Rossell, Wiliam J
17614 Rutherford, Robert 
17656 Samples, Leamon 
17857 Sample8,•Leartion---
e'•
17675 Sanders, Junior Lee 
17738 Schipperrail1 
17745
















Martin, Harold B.-Julia  
































































































































Berg, Joanne D.-Michael Pawloskl 
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•
11319 Greer, Jesse Mackie   
6 ay 14378 
Martin, K.P. & Harper M 
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New Suggestions For Finding
Refuge From Tornadoes Offered
WASHINGTON AP ) -- New
suggestions for finding safe ref-
uge during tonadoes have been
developed by a team of re-
searchers whicl examined the
rubble of schools devastated by
the storms.
The findings, which run
counter to some popular folk-
lore about tornadoes, are being
distributed by the National
Weather Service to help school
officials prepare for the im-
pending peak tornado season.
Combining their findings with
the observation that 90 per cent
of tornadoes move from a
southwesterly direction, the
team of engineers and archi-
tects offered these recommen-
dations for safety in school
buildings:
-Stay out of large rooms
such as gymnasiums, cafeterias
17838 Sears, Sam C 686
17887 Shaffner, Ronnie B.  15.72
17888 Sham blin, Jerry B 5  99
17925 Shell Lee C.-Billy E. 878
17926 Shell, Lee-Billy 45.99
17931 Shellrnan, Mrs. Ma ydee 8  16
18071 Sieting, Robert L. 20.11
18106 Simpson, Joel W 909
18115 Sims, Carl E  11.30
18142 Skrabala, Joe 7  20
18153 Sloan, Arthur 80.06
18179 Smith, Albert •92.78. _ 
-1817V. Smith, Alfred F -  12.56
18180 .Smith, Billy Joe 689
18183 Smith, Bobby.W .  27.05
-- 4344- --..- Smith,Char1caG-NncJ. 20.75
18235 Smith, Helena E. 6  26
18236 Smith Herrnan J 8.78
18237 Smith, Hirman B. 97.81
18241_ Smith, J.-W-,-  .. 8.16
18252 Srnith joe C   594
18254- 'Smith, oTeiXtvid- ' 22.31
18265 Smith, Kathryn Palmer  67.96
18296 Smith, Sgt. Paul  •••-•  o•-..r, 751
18310 Smith, Robert G 14.46
18336 Smith, Walter H 40.27
18379 Snow G A. (Jack) 12.56
18399 Sottile, Michael E 6  89
18400 Souder, Eugene J. 658
18401 Souder, Eugene J   .16.30
18445 Sparks, Donald 9  42
18479 Spoonamore, Thomas N 689
18480 Spradling, Wallace H 11.30
18491 Stacey, Sidney Jr 6  89
18506 Stalls, Clayton 59.40
18523 Stanley, Charles E 74.26
18615 Stephenson, Donald  . .9.42
18619 Stepp, Jimmy R 7  51
18621 Sterling, James L. 6  26
18627 Stevenson, Fred W 52.23
18629 Stewart, Betty 626
18650 Stewart, Reginald. 5  69
18676 Stockwell, Ralph 0-- 55.32
18720 Stone, Joe Pat  112.04
18799 Stubblefield, James G 5  79
18810,_ __Stull, Walter E 7  51
18849. Sullivan, Mrs. Gwen 689
18854 Sumner, Mrs. Charles 7  51
18875 Sweet, Shawn M 689
18876 Sweetwater Lake Inc 8  16
18885 Swift, Roy F 25.78
1888,7 Swindell, Wm. H. 816
18888 Swinney, Elvie 
1,8929 Tancrede, Sgt. Donald T 
19019 Taylor, Virginia L. 
19028 Teitloff, Jeffrey D. t 
19052 Thomas, Chester
19109 Thompson, George W.
19110 Thompson, George W. 10.67
19140 Thompson, Robert Earl 6  26
1915117:3- -Thompson, Winnie-John Paul Thompson 20.11
19170 Thorn, Marvin 13.53
19254 Tibbs, Louie E.• 784
19269 Tidwell, Homer J. Jr 689
19305 T K A CZ Joseph M 13.18
19332 Todd, Kenneth Earl 23.89
19336 Todd, Kenneth-Howard Todd   69.54
19349 Tolley, Samuel T.  •14.46
19351 Tolley, Samuel T.  11.30
19358 Toombs, Kenneth  • .8.16
19383 Trask, Carl L.-Bernice Hale Trask 45.94
19407 Tremblay, Richard-Sharon 71.91
19422 Tri Way Oils Inc   193.89
19427 Trimble, Mittie F. 751
19433 Trosper, John R • 816
19490 Tucker, Neal A 
19507 Tumilowics, Mike  12.56
19557 Turner, Ray  14.46
19577 Tyler, Arlon P. 34.89
19578 Tyler, Arlon P.  •  20.75
19579 Tyler, Arlon P 110.45
19649 Utterback, A.W. Jr. 689
19685 Vanderford, Wilbur 52.23
19710 Vaughn, Harlon D:  10.03
19767 Waddle, Billy R. 8  16
19768 Waddle, Raymond L .  689
19812 Walker, Earl R 11.30
19831 Walker, James R 7  51
19839 Walker, John R 7  51
19864 Wail, Elmo Est 11.30
19922 Walter, Joseph 934
19925 Walters, Joel W  6.26
19974 Warren, Mrs. Inez M  .10,03
[9985 Warren, Larry Dean 28.91
19996 Washburn, Danny 118.34
.'.0040 Watson, Doris E  10.47
20u45 Watson, Jackie E  184.96
2006i. Watts, William 7  51
20104 Wells, Billy  154.11
20186 Wheeler, Jolui E. 658
20196 Wheeler, Oynaul J 689
20197 Wheeler, Oynaul J 7  51
20226 White, Harold L 6  89
20242 White, Jimmy 6  26
20259 White, Robert L. , 816
20269 Whitman, Don E. , .11.93
20339 Wilkins, Mrs. Dora , .7.51
20344 Wilkinson, Charlie B 8  78
20368 Williams, Charles. 6  26
20373 Williams, Charles B. 60.06
20398 Williams, Gerald K.  10.03
20540 Wilson, BillyBruce  83.65
20589 Wilson, James E. 626
20653 Winarski, John W.  11.17
20699 Winter, Paul 7  84
20716 Wisehart, Ronald  28
20730 Wolf; Carl E. A. 689
20782 Woods, Wayne E.   123.05
207112 Woods, Wayne E.  12.56
20764 Woods, Wayne E.  42.78
20785 Woods, Wayne 17.59
Wucbitech, Joseph..
• "irsit,-tiletrE "
20882 Wynn, Harlin 6  89
20892 Yarbrough, Donald 19.53
20915 Ybpp, John L 6  26









and auditoriums with free-span
roofs. These roofs are subject
to lifting forces and are more
prone to failure than more well-
supported roofs.
-Avoid the southwest cor-
ners of schools. Since the tor-
nado is likely approaching from
that direction and since the
winds are 100 miles an hour or
so higher on one side, the result
is even greater pressure on
southerly and westerly walls.
Weather Service officials noted
that the advice runs counter to
the folklore of huddling in the
southwest corner of a structure.
-Seek out spaces protected
by interior walls. They are
more shielded from the direct
impact of the winds and they
usually don't bear the load of
holding up the roof.
-Corridors are usually good
havens, but avoid if at all pos-
sible corridors -facing west or
south. They tend to become
"wind tunnels." Corridors fac-
ing north are best, and those
facing east are next best.
-Avoid areas with large
spaces or glass.
-Basements are safest. First
floors rank next.
Weather Service officials said
the findings would not be appli-
cable to most homes. For
people caught at home during a
tornado, the Weather Service
recommended they go to a
basement if possible, get under
the stairwell and stay away
from chimneys, which are
liable to fall. In homes with no
basement, officials recommend-
ed a small first-floor room such




The elders of the Almo
Church of Christ announced the
attendance records for the first
quarter of 1975.
Those having perfect at-
tendance for the first three
months were Beryl Brandon,
Johann Brandon, Ricky Cherry,
Tony Cherry, Gena Cleaver,
Lisa Cleaver, Candy Hargis,
Korey Morton, Monty Morton,
Shane Morton, Kelly Starks,
Kirk Starks, Kristy Starks, and
Kris Starks.
Those receiving honorable
mention were Casandra Linn,
Marilyn McKenzie and Patricia
McKenzie.
The attendance award
program is set up to recognize
those students who make a
special effort to be present at
every Sunday School service.
Records are kept from the time




SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) --
Edo de Waart has been ap-
pointed principal guest con-
ductor of the San Francisco
Symphony for three years com-
mencing with the 1976-77 sea-
son.
In this newly created posi-
tion, de Waart is scheduled to
conduct four weeks of pro-
grams during his first season.
He is a 1962 graduate of the
Amsterdam Conservatory, was
assistant at the New York Phil-
harmonic 1965-66, in 1966 be-
came assistant conductor of the
Concertgebouw Orchestra in
Amsterdam. He also works
regularly with the Netherlands
°Para-
Alma Davis assists her daughter Jackie D‘ms with her jacket in preparation for a hike along
the Fort Henry Trail-System in IVA's land Between Thelaket Reciiitty More TharrSOEFFillre-r%
participated in a special hike along the 26-mile historical trail system located in the southern
portion of the 170,000-acre public outdoor recreation area. Mrs. Davis and her daughter are
from-Paducah. The hike was sponsored by the Murray Good Sairi-Clai, TVA, NOIA, and the
Boy and Girl Scout Councils of Kentucky and Tennessee. Hikers from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Texas, and Illinois participated.
EDDYVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) - A
number of inmates and some
staff members at Kentucky
State Prison say a recent probe
of alleged official misconduct.
at' the prison was biased and
unfair.
Kentucky State Police, under
Maj. B. L. Sherrard, conducted
the investigation after inmates
complained about policies on
haircuts, mail and on use of a
solitary confinement cell called
"the hole" for punishment.
Navy Seaman Recruit
William D. Wilder, son of Mr
and Mrs. C. D. Wilder Jr. of 410
S. 16th St., Murrav graduated
from recruit training at the
Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, III. The training in-
cluded instruction in seaman-
ship, military regulations, fire
fighting, close order drill, first




New Guinea 1AP) - A con-
gress of women's associations
called on the House of Assem-
bly to revoke the law allowirm
playing cards to be used an[
sold_ The women said their hus-
bands were causing family
problems by gambling, and
said that if the house failed to
act they would stage a protest
march.
On Jan. 30, 1787, Thomas Jef-
ferson told James Madison "a
little rebellion now and then is
a good thing.
PUBLIC NOTICESLIZ 'BECAUSE THE PEOPLE MUST KNOW"404,
(Editor's Note. Public Notice advertising plays a unique role
both in American history and in the process by which this
country's democracy is preserved. Its one premise is that
people must be informed if they are to govern themselves
competently. Public Notice advertising first came into being
with the Congress of 1792. That body, recognizing its respon
Sibility to the people, required the Postmaster General to ad
vertise for bids for theconstruction of new post offices. From
that inauspicious beginning to the complex publication
requirements in federal, state and local laws today, govern
ment officials have come more and more to understand their
obligations do inform the public through Public Notice_ ad-
vertising. Newspapers over the years have been the vehicle by
which these obligations have been fulfilled They will con -hope to be as long as the public demaids,tiat I__ _ _ tt,141-.0),
7iferiiEftkrWiltiffit1y*id-brtheiestrffeititstmstIgt.
.,
The prisoners charge that po-
lice interviewed selected
groups, including many who
were either up for parole or
were informers. The informers,
the prisoners said, inhibited
many from speaking out.
They also charge that police
were -hostile" during inter-
views.
State Sen. John Lackey, p-
Richmond, said recentlyhe was
"disturbed" by reports 1M'
state police, who conducted the
investigation, were talking only
to inmates "favorable to the
administration."
But Sherrard, who directed
the investigation, said it was
impartial and "as thorough as
possible."
Sherrard said his investiga-
tion was designed to get some
of the "groundwork" otit of the
way before a blue ribbon panel
hamed by - the-governor to
conduct a further probe.
Two inmates charged in a let-
ter to the Louisville Courier-
Journal that police talked to in-
mates in "a roomful" at a
time, and, in the prisoners'
words. "...at least half the men
didn't say a thing about this
MADISONVILLE, Ky.. AP )
- A referendum is scheduled
in just over two weeks on an
Issue that has sparked con-
troversy in this small coal town
- whether to permit the sale of
packaged liquor.
The Hopkins County seat, a
town of 17,000 persons, has
been "dry" since Dec. 4, 1942,
When Hopkins County voters
adeleocidecihol ctobepvreorhaigbeist .the sale of -
The coming vote, scheduled '





affect the validity of the city's
Ruing that the outcome could
to two groups, both ar-
g
Town on Earth."
The campaign to legalize
sales of alcoholic beverages
started last November when an
 ' unemployed city sanitation
worker, William Russell, 31, be-
gan knocking on doors to gath-
er signatures for a petition. He




chance when I started, but I'm
them going to prove e wrong,"
Rus llpsal isda I didn't have a.id 
He succeeded in getting 1,008
persons to sign the petition
when only 712 were required.
However, 243 names were
stricken from the list for not
being registered, leaving 765.
- Russell said he circulated the
coPetintUrionbutebecasousineethheingwantotedthtoe
city.





alcohol andIant liott le-
galized and controlled. We'll
eliminate a lot of the abuses by
taking the illegal money and
putting it into legal hands.",
the Committee 
H. Baitlteees, 6f 01 r, (1' hxagiarnsanlesof,
says busines i Madisonville,
Shoppers would come to town li-
lt were "wet.- •
Dr. Harold Purdy, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, Madi-
sonville's largest, heads the
place, and the ones that did,
didn't get to say what they
wanted to because there were
some informers in the bunch,
and everyone knew that every-
thing said was going to get
back to the warden anyway."
James Bell Yager, president
of the National Prisoners'
Rights Union, and currently an
inmate at the Jefferson County
Jail, has asked Gov. Julian
Carroll to suspend prison super-
intendent Henry Cowan pending
the outcome of the investiga-
tion. --
"Warden Cowan's mere pres-
ence at the institution during
the investigation will i implant)
a certain degree of fear in
these witnesses..." Yager salt--
Yager said he wrote the let-
ter after receiving a request
from a number of inmates at
the prison to, in their words,
"expose this farce put on by
the Kentucky State Police."
Cowen would not comment on
the charges, except to say that
recent changes in prison regu-
lations, including the closing of
"the hole" and changes in mail
and hair regulations, were not
prompted by the investigation.
Concerned Citizens Corrunitee
which opposes legalization of li-
quor sales.
A handout furnished by Pur-
dy said: "This issue is clearly
drawn between the Christian
groups which are out for a
clean, free state . . and the
alcohol industry, fighting for
only one thing, profits."
The county sheriff's office ad-
mits the presence of bootlegg-
ing in the area, but says it's "a
• smaller problem than in other
• counties."
Jim Walker, editor of the lo-
cal newspaper, the Madison-
ville Messenger, said he
doubted if his paper would
editorialize about the issue.
"We'll let the people decide,"
he said.
One of the most popular tours
for visitors to Kingston, Ja-
maica, is the Blue Mountains
Tour, a ride into the foothills of
the Blue Mountains.
(Continued from Page I
Jackson Purchase was made."
The Kentucky Legislature in
1822 authorized the opening of a
land office at Wadesboro, and
Edmund Curd was appointed
receiver. The first lands en-
tered in Calloway in 1825
brought $I per acre. This price
was reduced to 50 cents an acre
in 1827, resulting in a "tide of
immigration." that raised the
population of Calloway to 5,164
in 1830.
Some of the facts surrounding
the moving of the old cour-
thouse are unknown. Tradition
has it that it was dismantled at
Wadesboro some time between
1842 and 1845 and moved to
Murray where it was re-
assembled on the corner of
Fourth and Elm Streets. Old
timers say it was moved to
Atutru)'--an a sled drawn by
oxen.
Through the years, additions
were made-to-the-ald log
structure and it became
completely enclosed within a
frame residential house. Then
in 1964 it was learned that the
house with the log cabin inside
was being rased. According to
Mrs. George Hart, writer and
historian, the house was known
as -the Mrs. Sallie Humphrey
home. Dr. Will Frank Steely,
president of Northern Kentucky
State College and former head
of the History Department at
Murray State University, in-
dicated that it was owned by
Mr. J. A. Turner at the time it
was razed.
The late John C. Waters,
formerly a member of the
Murray State staff, is given
credit by Mrs. Hart for the
discovery of the log relic inside
the building as it was being
razed.
Dr. Steely, in his dedicatory
address, said: "It was one
morning in August, 1964, when
Hunter (Hancock) rushed into
my office and bodaciously
dragged me ever_ to see
President Woods to Inquire
abtout the possibility of a spot on
the Murray State campus to
which we could move this
structure taw old log cour-
thouse)."
Permission was granted and
the old logs and timbers were
moved to the Murray State
campus. Instrumental in
raising funds for this removal
were Mayor Holmes Ellis, the
City Council, Judge Robert 0.
Miller, the Calloway County
Board of Magistrates and other
individuals and organizations.
Others who assisted with the
project included Dr. Hunter
A Pre-Marriage Marriage
Seminar for the Murray-
Calloway Area will be held at
the Calloway County Public
Library on Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 22 and 23,
from 6:30 to 9:50 p. m at the
Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main Street,
Murray.
Registration will start at 6:30
p. m. on Tuesday, April 22, with
the first session to include a film
on "Marriage: A Simple Glory"
followed by an open discussion.
F. Stewart Taylor, navy
chaplain from Millington,
Tenn., will be speaker on
"Human Sexuality" at the
Tuesday evening session,
followed by Dr. Alice Koenecke,
professor of home economics at
Murray State University,
speaking on "Financial Aspects
of Marriage."
Hancock, Mr. John C. Waters,
Dr. Will Frank Steely, Atty
James Overby, Dr. Harvey.
Elder, Dr. M. 0. Wra ther and
Judge Hall McCuiston.
With the old log courthouse
looking like a pile of old logs on
the campus, interest in the
restoration project waned.
Money from ccntributions had
been spent and the future looked
bleak. But County Judge Hall
McCuiston and Mrs. McCuiston
spearheaded a drive by the
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association to raise
money for completion of the
building.
The Jackson Purchase
Historical Society assisted in
the project, as well as clubs and
individuals. But the Retired
Teachers headed the list, and
over $1,100 was raised.
The old log cabin, was re-
roofed with cypress hand-rived
shingles and a new chimney
was built. Doors and windows
were replaced, logs were
treated and restored, and the lot
was graded and rock-terraced.
Mrs. Charles Milliken, former
president of the Kentucky
Historical Society, directed the.
making. Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, new president_ of
Murray State University, 01-
ficially received the restored
and renovated Calloway--- -
Courthouse at a dedication
ceremony on Juen 8, 1969:
Dr. Will Frank Stcte.IY. in
dedicating the building and
marker, said: "The county seat
of Wadesboro, original site of
this building, was a most im-
portant center of land sales for
the entire Purchase area which
had been opened by Andrew
Jackson's and Isaac Shelby's
treaty with the Chicasaw In-
dians in 1818. • Fellow citizens
of this region, you have here a
very rich historic item. As a
historian, I know of no shrine
west of Louisville more integral
to the history of the State of
Kentucky, and that includes
cabin in a national park in
•Hodgenville."
I Mrs. C. C. Betty) Lowry'.
co-chairman of the Calloway
County Bicentennial Com-
mission, has indicated that
Mayor John Ed Scott, County
Judge Robert 0. Miller, and
former Judge Hall McCuiston
are presently jointly working on
plans to repair and preserve the
Old Calloway Courthouse as a
permanent memorial to the
historic past of Calloway
County and the entire Jackson
Purchase. Judge Miller is also
co-chairman of the Bicentennial
Commission of the county.
Speakers for the Wednesday
evening session will be: Sondra
S. Ford, Instructor of Guidance





Marraige ; " Ron Christopher.
Attorney-at-Law, "The Legal
Aspects of Marriage."
The seminar is being spon-
sored by the Area Ministerial
Alliance and a registration fee
of five dollars will be taken
which may be paid with the
registration form in advance,
by mailing to Phillip W. Mc-
Clure, 215 South 16th Street,
Murray, Ky., who said pre-
registration is not required
Rev McClure said persons may
come to the seminar on the
opening night and pay their
registration fee at that time
CONSTRUCTI01; SURROUNDED-Flooding on the Ohio River has turned the
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WILL MR. R. Church, a
man who cut some trees
near my rove, please
move the wood and brush
or call 753-1517.








regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before











parts counter man. At
least five years ex-
perience. Salary open.
Send complete resume
with full references to
Post Office Box 76,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
6. Help Wanted
PART TIME office help.
Typing and shorthand
required. Apply to Box















and fringe benefits, in-
cluding company paid






Send resume to VaA-
derbilt Chemical, Route 2,
Box 54. Murray'. Ky. 42071
or phone Mr. Gene Smith
502-753-4926.
Help Wonted
Amy Ataing Wert free 
year
hems. lane as high as S150.011
Weekly Fee infermehiein sand
stamped self add d 
ea
velope to Wirsawissa Enterprise
210 51h Ave. Room 1101
-AA
Neer yeti, N. 5.10010
FOR A REALLY good
sales position, call 901-
642-2479.
6. Help Wanted
PART TIME evenings, 6 to
9 p. m. three nights. Car
necessary. Call 753-4101
Saturday morning 9-12 a.
m. Evenin s 6-9 . m.






envelope and 25 cents to:




part time. Sell and ser-
vice retail outlets with a
revolutionary new
product and concept.
Must have car. Small
investment for inventory
required. Call 1-502-926-
1811 collect after 3 p. m.
weekdays or any time
























IT'S A GIRL'S NAME CAARLIE
BROWN ...I MET THE NEATEST
LITTLE EARL LAST WEEK'
WELL, 4(OU'D BETTER
DE CAREFUL
14. Want To Buy
USED FILE cabinet. Call
753-4085. -
LARGE FARM. Row crop
or cattle. Would buy










silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
LADIES' CLOTHING for
sale. Sizes 12, 14, and 16.
753-4768.
A GOOD buy...give it a try.
Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo.




THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




16' TILT trailer with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60




different sizes. Also gas
pumps. Call 489-249(,
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
SET OF Columbia En-
cyclopedias, 1970's, ex-
cellent condition. $50 or
best offer. 489-2440.
FORD 3000 gas tractor,
plow, disc, bushhog,
grader blade. Calls 753-
7370.
TRACTOR PLOWS. Ford 3
bottom 14". Almost new.
COUCH AND CHAIR, like 
Cdll 489-Z523:
new. Call 753-7909.
DAY BED, good condition.
Hide-a:Bed couch, and




design, like new. 436-2495.
Can be seen at Crass
Furniture.
CHROME BREAKFAST
table and six chairs. Call















































CASE FARM tractor, VAC




14' POLARCRAFT boat, 6
H. P. Johnson motor,
Paris Line trailer. Call
436-5511,




$4500. or will trade for




-Evinrude 70 H. P., new,






















To take advantage of
this real buy. Kustom
K200B-5 amplifier has 4-
channels each with




8-12 inch full range
speakers in 2-5 foot
columns. all rolled and
pleated. Excellent con-
dition. Call Frank Gon-




clean, leaves no ashes.
Made from real wood.
Just add paper and light.
Murray Lumber Com-
pany, 104 Maple Street.
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
 and 60" chain link fence
on sale now through April
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 forlree_ estimate.
INSULATION BLOWN in
your attic by Sears expert
installers. Helps lower
heating and air-.
conditioning eosts. Cali 





Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, com-





1, 10, 11, 14, 5 watts, six
channels. 753-8046.













SELL OR TRADE -10 x 50




a-bed couch. Extra peak
527-9981.
12 x 60 TWO bedroom, two
full baths, all electric,
underpinned, set up in
Stella Trailer Court. 753-
8548.
FOR RETIREES, a place
in the sun, on lake for
fishing, boating. Nice 60'
two 'bedroom mobile
home. Has air, furnished,
large screen room. Owner
will finance or swap onto
older home near campus.
Write W. F. Barnett, 3382
Dale, Leesburg, Florida,
for details.
1972 12 x 65 Three bedroom,
carpet throughout,
central air and heat, 11/2
bath, large shed, washer
and dryer, underpinned.
Cheap! 753-7609.
12 x 603 bedroom, 1/2 bath,
underpinning, ready to
move in. Excellent
condition. Call or see D
B. Dill 753-1551.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, air
conditioned, one mile out
of city limits on 121 South,
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.






ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbage pickup
furnished. Located 11/2
mile east of Murray. Will
be available third week in
April. Call 753-8835 for
appointment.
TWO BEDROOM 8 x 
40,
air-conditioned, shady lot,
$50 monthly. Call 4
89-2595.
31 Want to Rent




























1202 Sycamore Street 
-
Three bedroom, one bath,
11/2 story. Gas Heat. la
rge
corner lot near shopping
center, grocery. Only
$19,000.
810 Bagwell Blvd. - Thre
e
bedroom, two baths, brick
veneer. Central heat and
air, wall to wall car-.
peting, and many built-
ins, two car garage with
automatic door opener. A
ment, three miles east of real buy at $39,500.
Murray, 12Ap o 311_4011 South 11th -
 three
rgquired. Call--.7534231,* bedroom, one bat
h, -11/2
 story frame. Central ga
s
THREE ROOM tornistrel, furnace. 
Good location
apar[ment. 'Lots or near grocery a
nd shop-
closets, carpeting, air- ping center
. $16,500.
conditioner. Can be seen Kirksey -
 40 acres, 25
at Owens Food Market, tendable),
 with air-cured
1407 West Main. tobacco bas
e, 386 lb.
burley base, spring fed
TWO BEDROOM apart-




- living-dining room, kit-






country, not more than 10
miles from Murray. 753-
4917.
MURRAY MANOR All
new, all electric, un-
furnished, one and two
bedroom apartments.
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North. 753-8668.
34. Houses For Rent
SMALL HOUSE, fur-
nished. Ideal for one or
two people. Garden.
Adults only. No Pets.
Deposit required. 492-
. 11356..
36. For Rent Or Lease
-FOR RENT -
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m. or 7534655.
37. Livestock - Supplies
PUREBRED CHAROLIAS
bulls for sale. Robert H.
Smith Charolias Farm,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-2426.
TWO 100 bushel, 12 hole,
hog feeder with cast iron
bottom. $150. Also one
steel tired farm wagon.
$50. Call 753-6215.
38. Pets - Supplies
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming.




FOR ALL your auction sale





sonal at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regardiag your
Real Estate needs. Our
time is your time. Give us
a call or drop by the office
at 901 Sycamore Street,
753-7724.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We






School on Penny Road -
three bedroom, 11/2 bath,
brick veneer home on one
acre. Has electric hear
and fireplace. First time
offered. $36,500.
Telephone Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 North
12th Street, 753-8080.
WATERFRONT LOT
(South two-thirds lot No.





TWO NICE adjoining lots
on Lake Shore Drive In'' 
PineBluff Shores. 2.3500.
_ Cash or terms. Call 4*
2293 or write B. D. Young,'
Hamlin, Kentucky 42046.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: Brick three
bedroom, two bath,
central heat and air-
conditioning. Large
family room with
fireplace. Call 753-8120 or
see at 800 North 20th St.
FOR SALE or trade -
three new homes, one
waterfront. Loans
available if you qualify.
Call 753-3672.
BY OWNER: Three
bedroom brick on ap-
proximately 120' x 150'
lot, with lovely land-
scaping, located at 1617
Kirkwood. Has large
kitchen with built-ins,
also large living room-
dining area, bath, utility
room, and lots of storage.
Selling price $28,500. Call
for appointment. 753-8432.
Than is a ceantry feeling about
Ws owe with its acre lot. two
ballroom brick with p large
arms. Kitchen includes
dishwasher. Call newt for an op
pointaient oa this home, priced
hollow market valv.,
Innasecvlate three bedroom tiro
bath home located in a most
desirable residential ores. The
home has just new Wen
professionally decorated. ..A
redwood deck completes the
liveability of this home
Nisteteen acres with two year
*Id Mame, farrowing house,
grain bin, tool shed, located





Taylor Seed Co. has a good supply of high quality
& high germ row crop seeds, Golden-Harvest Seed
Corn & Certified Soybean Seed. Varieti
es
are.. Essex, Forrest, York, Cutler 71, Williams.
-We also hitt-Park 80W and other hertricides.
Phone 753,5142
3 miles west of Murray on Hwy. 94
•
•••••••










































































































46. Homes For Sale
NEW THREE bedroom,
two bath, den, heat and
air, in Sherwood Forest.
Call collect, Paducah, 443-




children. See at 812






FOREST ERIS 4RFAS $r°
46. Homes For Sale





New house, 3 bedroonis;
2 bathaelocaled in city,
includes den, utility
room, full garage.; car-
peted, central heat &
air, all built-ins. Listing
just 'ran Get. Owner has




46. Homes For Sale
REDUCED FOR quick
sale, waterfront lot. Year-
round home. Central heat
and air with drive-in
basement. 436-5332.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray Call
for appointment. Call 753-




k ROBERTS REALTY PRESENTS:
'41E MONEY MAKERS
7:31;ee NICE TWO bedroom house






and air, carpet, built-ins,
patio, double car garage
and beauty shop. Large
acre lot, well landscaped,
and garden. Four miles
north of 641. Call 753-0099
for appointment.
#,75 acres, nearly all tendable; nice, modern house: M
grade A dairy barn; good outbuildings. Located ik
r . west of Dexter on black-top road. Get in the dairy 41::8
; 
business today!
,40 acres with good five room house. Farm the N ilk
acres and leave the house rented as it now is. Near i3ti4 Pottertownivith good income potential. :4E
: .
ill SYnallethriving restaurant in excellent location.
4 unbelievable amount of carry-out and delivery 'It:
business. You can be the owner for just $16,000.00. *
._.r. The equipment included could not be replaced for • -
elk:7. the price just quoted!!
ill'. Sit3
Approximately an acre of warehouse building near 0;
41, tobacco warehouses, grain houses and livestock ell;
yards. The possabilities with this building are
7,•,- 411 unlimited.: For more details, see us! ! ! *
it.
only !blip -in Murray...liken and doing a good
. business Lithe-craft shop we now have listed. All in-
' ventory will remain with purchaser. $22,000.00. ri
Al
• tlk
:Approximately five miles from Murray and located
near an assortment of car businesses is this ex-
ceptionally nice, large clean-up shop. Part of ee
•N'i building now leased to co-occupant. Details n




414 . 12th Phone 753-1651
COULD YOU USE UP TO $2,000?
Buy a new home and receive 5 per cent or up to
$2,0013 rebate on your federal income tax. If you pur-
chase a $40,000 new home and have paid $2,000 or
more in federal taxes you will receive a rebate of
$2,000.
The Following Six Homes Qualify For A Tax Rebate
Three bedroom brick veneer corner Broad & Good-
man in Bagwell Manor, has kitchen and den com-
bination, sewing room, 2 baths, 2 car garage, utility
room and storage. Some trees, double concrete
drive. Priced $34,000.00. REBATE $1,750.00.
507 So. 11th St. 3 bedroom brick veneer, wall to wall
carpet, all built-ins in kitchen, carport, 2 baths,
large living room, this house was decorated by In-
teriors by Edward. Drapes and wallpaper. On deep
wooded lot. Price $33,000.00 REBATE $1,650.00.
1519 Canterbury Drive in Canterbury Estates, three
bedroom brick veneer all built-ins in kitchen, den
with fireplace, 2 baths, large living room, wall to
wall carpet, 2 car garage. Concrete drive, large
utility room. Price $39,500.00. REBATE $1,975.00.
On Highway 280 5 miles from Murray. 3 bedroom
brick veneer, large den with fireplace, real large
kitchen and dining area. All built-ins, living room,
24 x 30 garage. 2 baths, on 2 acre lot. Price
$45,000.00. REBATE $2,000.00.
We also have two brick veneer homes on Highway
280, 5 miles from Murray each has three bedrooms,
den, kitchen and dining area, garage, living room,
utility room,wall to wall carpet, 2 baths, on two acre
lots. Price $41,000.00. REBATE 12,000.00.
We can assist you in arranging financing.
We have customers who are looking for





Member of Multiple listings
. Phone 753-7124
Our Sales Staff
Guy Spann -753-2587 Loal D. Cca -753-9723
Louise Baker -753-2409 Prentice Dunn -7534725
Jack Persall - 753-89e1
For Sale
3 Bedroom brick, den
and kitchen, living




building, 1 acre lot, bet-
ween Kirksey and
Stella. $35,000.00. For in- -
formation 489-2324.
FOR SALE: Ten room
house in .Canterbury
Estates, . 1512 Ottlbrd
Drive. Paw bedrOoms,
living room, formal






room with fireplace, den,
21/2 baths, garage with
auto door opener, central




$52,500. Call 7534883 for
appointment.
JUST LISTED: Extra nice
two bedroom brick home,
two baths, large living
room, carpet throughout
home, outside deck for
summer patio, located
just outside city off
Wiswell Road. Home is
priced at only $23,000. Call
for viewing, Moffitt
Realty, 206 South 12th,
753-3597.
JUST LIRE New home
located on Pottertown
road with about an acre of
ground, has carport,
large utility room, carpet,
seller will consider selling
under VA terms. To see
this home, call Moffitt
Realty, 206 South 12th
Street, 753-35
NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough 11/2 story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling,
balcony, central vac and
intercom. Call 753-9208.
47. Motorcycles
HONDA 50, 1972. Top
shape. Call 753-4847.
MONTGOMERY WARD
three wheeler, all terrain
vehicle. Call 436-5838.
TRIUMPH TR 256, perfect







"WA" ssts. oes. aLk is tits, mit
48 Automotive Service
FOUR NEW Cragar maga,
fit any 13 inch wheel. And
new Gillette, raised white
letter tires. Trailer hitch
unit to fit Toyota', Cellica.
753-4002 evenings or 762-
6851 days. Ask for Bill.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
GCS,
AC. I t(V,0€ I"
50 Campers
CAMPING TRAII.ER,
good shape, $325 Call 435-
4497 or 435-4526
13' SCOTTY Travel
Trailer, easily towed by
small car. Excellent
condition. 247-3541 after 4
p.
1966 CHEVROLET. Phone CAMP-A-RAMA Sales
753-5898. Coachman, Trail Star:
Fold down, unique, Good
DATSUN PICKUP faieVey-' tle,c! 4.1' mile east
air-conditioner, eeee eo and 
Intersection.
installed. call 436.2174. .,Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.
1967 Dodge pickup with
maintenance bed. Phone
B. B. Dill, 753-1551.
1973 CHEVROLET pickup
Custom 10, power





39,000 miles, 22500.00 Call
436-2584. -
•





$400. 753-0703 after 4 p. m.
IlaDODGE pickup, $450
Call 753-0619.
1973 OLDSMOBILE 98, low




500. 289 engine, one
owner, factory air,
automatic, good conditon,
low mileage. See at 230
South 15th, or call 753-
8186.
1973 GMC Sprint El
- Camino, full power and
air, 350 engine, AM & FM
radio, with wood grain.




steering, brakes, has air
and is in good condition.
Phone 753-5754.
1971 SUPER BEETLE VW,
$1050. 753-1497 7:30 a. m.-
2:30 p. m. or 9:30 p. m.-
midnight.
1972 DATSUN, four speed,
good condition. Also two
wheel trailer. 489-2595.
1974 FORD pick-up truck,
custom, automatic, power
steering and brakes, V-8,
Low mileage. Bought
new, new tires, spare
never been on ground.
Phone 763-5060 after 5:00
p.m.
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, $225.
Call 474-2279 after 4 p. m.




overhauled. Going to VA
Hospital. Call 753-1322
after 4 p. m.
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
trucks. 460 III tractor.
1975 GMC with roll back
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May see at Ashland
Station in Coldwater.
Phone 489-2299 or 247-3895.
LICENSED ELF -
TRICIAN- Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605
WILL DO garden breaking.
Call Terry Morgan, 753-.,
2632. LAWN MOWING.
, Dependable and reliable.
_tall 753-0126 or 767-2554.C
CONTACT SCROLAit
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 3544138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or












WILL FILL out income tax





gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Leery Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
NOW OPEN
GORDON'S FISHING PONDS
94 Highway East to Palestine Church Road. Follow
signs.
Stocked with groat fed catfish. No charge for fish
you catch. Just pay $2.00 per day for adults and 51.00
fen--21111tftetrirREE rtrEtrYPiortra Trutt 'and-





repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair Brick, block,










Phone 753-4124 or 75340790
nights.
NEED A NEW roof?
Quality work at an honest
low price. Free estimate.
Call 436-5574.
DEPENDABLE HIGH
School boy wants lawns to
mow. Call 7534020.
THE OLDE SII•Pee, 1301
Main. April Special - 20
per cent off any piece to
be stripped 7534240.
GRAS57.140.1131-mowing,
Call 753-8161 after 5 p. m.
"sy 
SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after a p.
51. Services Offered
1). C.'S ROOFING-new
roots, reroofit, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 437-
4760.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired ricist in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-














sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways.







Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray




ditions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.









free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-412.
WILL DO babysitting in
my home in Kirksey area.
Call 489-2436.
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate




Lonis Brown at Dill's
Trailer Court, Trailer 8,
or Route 7, Box 17, High-
way 94 West. If not hos Satisfaction guaranteed._so,-....-

























Four-way Stop, Hardin, Kentucky: Truck load sale
of seed potatoes, going on Cobblers $5.95 per 100 lbs.
Red or Kennybacks $7.95. Also other bargains,
such as country fresh eggs- large 59t dozen. Eating
potatoes, 79e, for 29 lbs. Vine ripened tomatoes, 3
lbs. for $1.00.
These and more bargains at
GORDON'S
in Hardin, Ky. Four-Way Stop
"CAVEAT EMPTOR"
Licensed Skipper will
help you commission the
"right" sailboat. For
sailing charter and in-




We'll take last year's distributor cost sheet, add 10
per cent and freight & that's the price we'll charge
you for a whirlpool air conditioner.
Thks price is fur pick-up tn the crate
We have air conditioners from 5.000.10 22,000 BTU.
This Sale Good Owe April








Now is the time t0
_prepare for spring. Free
estimates. Pick up and .
- delivery on request.
!Hurricane Sale Special!
Help secure your mobile home against
high winds with a time down anchor kit
from Quality Service Co. 3 bnads, 6 an-
chors, 6 brackets, completely installed





So. an El. street Phone 753-9290
Dial-A-Service.• ..- q The page willsun weekl..-_tlipiLfront-0•41. ....„
the paper and a ve for hands reference) Oa .
OW 




,T.V. Sales and Service,
- ---
00
Fire 753-3037 . :Police753-1441
Dunn Furniture T.V. 8, Appliance
7534621
_ _So. 12th Street QuasarMurray, 
Ky.V.

























































Houghton, Rte. 6, Box 68Free Estimates
Murray
Ledger & Times
If you do not receive









Block, Tile and• 
Pea Gravel
Sidewalks










L753-5397 I1 753-1916 I Free Estimates
James Hamilton
Route 6, Box 7, Murray













Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite & Pest
- - -- .Coollist.,--,,----,*-4airt-4ille-
100S, 13th St.
Murray, Ky.
If it has on engine we
specialize in its repair.
1 753-1763 1
753-941:4.rVie0 00 IRAS. Royal. !terms-Won.
an!' an rna)or brands
-
Equip 8 Supplies
. 115 S. 4th St









ii v. ‘ A 1....ist
 mummi
1301 Chestnut St.
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Homer Lee Tress, a resident
of Mayfield Route Five, died
Saturday at two a. m. at the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
He was 49 years of age and a
retired surveyor. He was a
member of the Mt. Haven
Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Will Dee Treas; mother, Mrs.
Hazel Treas of Benton Route
One; one sister, Mrs. Edna
Proctor of Benton; two
brothers, Joe Pat Tress of
Kirksey Route One and Dan
Treas of Needham, Ala.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev, Max
Anderson and Rev. Earl
Ellegood officiating. Burial was




Lewis C. Olive, Sr., forme
r
resident of Murray, died Frida
y
at Louisville. He was 70 
years
of age.
The body of Mr. Olive was
found Friday in the Ohio River
at Chickasaw Park, Louisvill
e.
Jefferson County Deputy
Coroner Joseph Bailey said an
autopsy established a hea
rt
attack was the cause of death.
He had been reported as
missing on Monday from his
address, 1554 South 34th Street,
Mr. Olive was a board
member and youth activities
chairman of the Chestnut Street
YMCA for sLxteen years, and
served as • chairman of the
building committee of the
Central High School PTA. In
1971 he retired as captain of
waiters at the Louisville
Country Club and earlier he had
been a waiter at Bauer's
restaurant for twenty years.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Katherine Olive; one daughter,
Mrs. Mary L. Tharpe of
Chicago, II; three sons. Lewis,
Jr., of New York, and Cordell
and Borden of California; one
sister, Mrs. Vera Olive, and one
nephew, Pete Rutledge. both of





The body has been returned to
the Rutledge Funeral Home,
Murray. where the family hour
will be tonight (Monday) from
seven to nine p. m., and the
funeral services with Rev.
Richard Drew officiating will be
on Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Bob Bray Of Hazel
Dies Here Sunday;
Funeral Tuesday
Robert Moore (Bob Bray of
Hazel died Sunday at two p, m.
at the Convalescent Division of
the Murray-Calioway County
Hospital. He was 79 years of
age.
He was preceded in death by
his wife, Tuba, several years
ago. Born May 31, 1895, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Frank Bray
and Julia Ann Bonner Bray.
Survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Betty Provine of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs.Shelly Petty of
Oklahoma; one brother,
Graham Bray of Paris, Tenn.;
one nephew who was reared by
the Brays, Jerry White, 
and
his two children, Andy and
Gerlyn White, and one niece,
Mrs. Nell Mestere, all of Hazel.
.Funeral services wili- be held.
Tuesday at two p. ill. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Bro. Don
Riley officiating.
Pallbearers will be Charles,
Dean, and Ted Wilson, Eddie
Mestere, Ralph Bray, and John
Morgan. Burial will be in the
Hazel Cemetery.











adds a complete brass sec
-
tion at the touch of a but
ton
--saxophone. trumpet, trom-
bone, trench horn and more
And gives the exciting
sounds of a mighty thea
tre
organ in your own home
Exclusive Features"
Include:
• BUILT-IN Play-Along Stere
o
Cassette Recorder
• PATENTED LOWREY AOC
(Automatic Organ Computer)
• PLUS . Automatic Rhyth
• Reverberating Rhythm . .
ALSO . ,Chimes Golden
.Harp . .  Wow-Wowlm . .
Patented Lowrey Glide .
Multi-Channel Chorus . Lesli
e
Speakers and much more
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Prices of stocks 01 local int4resLatenues...
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I. M. Sinion Co. are as follows:
Christine Celaya Dies In
Car Accident Last Night
A young Mayfield girl 
was
killed last night when the ca
r in
which she was a passeng
er
slammed into a bridge 
abutt-
ment on Ky. 121, 1.4 miles sou
th
of the Mayfield city l
imits.
Christine Yvonne Celaya, 
age
16, was pronounced dead 
on
arrival at Community Hosp
ital
in Mayfield.
The driver of the car, Ma
rk R.
Gay, also 16, was 
listed in
"serious but stable" 
condition
in the intensive care u
nit of the
Mayfield hospital this 
morning.
He sustained head inj
uries and
lacerations.
Kentucky State Trooper Gary
Smith reported that the vehicle
was traveling south on Ky. 1
21
when the driver apparently lo
st
control, leaving the road and
striking the bridge.
Miss Celaya, known as Chris,
was the sister of a Murray man,
Dave Celaya, staff
photographer for The Murray
Ledger & Times. She was a
junior at Mayfield High School
where she was photographer for
the high school newspaper,
Mayfield Cardinal. he was a
member of the Youth Choir and
the United Methodist Youth
Fellowship of the First United
Methodist Church, Mayfield.
Survivors are her mother,
Mrs. Dorothy Humphreys, and
stepfather, Bill Humphreys of
Mayfield Route One; brother,
Dave Celaya of Murray; sister,
Mrs. Vickie Higgins of
Mayfield; grandparents, Mrs.
Novella Humphreys of Mayfield
and Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Eddings of Coldwater, Murray
Route One.
Funeral .services will be
conducted Tuesday at three p.
m. at the First United Methodist
Church, Mayfield, with Rev.
Bill Riley officiating. Burial will
be in the Maplewood Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Roberts Funeral Home.
Mayfield, until 1:30 _p,
Tuesday when the-body will be
removed to the church to lie in
state until the funeral how. ._
Music Of 20th Century -

















Gulf Oil  
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Prices ot stock of heal interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
TIMItS by First oi Michigan. Corpir,at
Murray, are as follows:
Federal State Market News Service Apr
il
7,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Marke
t
Restort Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act 2195 Est. SOO
Barrows & Gas Steady 25 higher S
OW]
Steady .50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.. S39.5039.75 few at 4
0.00
US 1-3100-040 lbs *39.00-39
50
US 2-4 240-240 lbs.   1138.25-
39 00
US 3-4 2110-200 lba ' 837.75-3
8.25
Sows
US 1-2330-350 lbs 633.50-
3400
US 1-3300450 lb* S33.5
0-34.50
US 1-3450150 lbs 536.00-3: 0
0





U.S. Homes II% +1/2
Kaufman &Broad 71/2 -1/2
PonderosaSystems 91/2 -tte
Kimberly Clark 301/2
Uruon Carbide SI -VsW .R. Grace
Texaco  +1/4
General Elec. 44% -Pe
GAF Corp 91/2 +V4
Georgia Pacific 37% -
TS
Pfizer 31-¼




Disney  50% -1/2
Franklin Mint 
181/2
During man's long history, he
found other ways of commu-
nicating that had no need of the
spoken word. The ancient
Greeks spread news by signal
fires and American Indians
used smoke signals.
Emphasis will be on musics of






its annual spring conce
rt in
Lovett Auditorium on 
the
campus at 8:15 p. m. Thurs
day,
,April 10.
Directed by its regul
ar
conductor, Neale B. Maso
n,
associate professor of music 
at
Murray State, the orchestra
 will
feature violinist Leo 
Blair,
ac.eistant professor of musi
c on
the campus, as the guest 
artist.
Blair, who teaches violin,




the campus orchestra, the
Nashville Symphony, the
Jackson (Tenn.) Symphony,
and the Owensboro Symphony.
He is also a frequent performer -
on the campus in solo and
chamber music performances.
Blair will join the orchestra
in playing Violin Concerto No. 2
in g minor by Prokofieff, a 
20th
century Russian composer.
Mason said the demanding
piece of music is one of t
he
composer's masterpieces and
has never been performed 
in
West Kentucky. He added that
the concerto is famous for 
its
second movement, which 
by
itself is one of the be
st




Murray City Firemen were
called to a blaze of unknown
origin at 905 Sycamore at 7:16 p.
in. Saturday.
According to reports, the one-
story house owned by David
King had damage to the floor
joints and holes had to be cut in
the floor to put out the blaze.
Firemen also reported
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Diets by Uri allure $yed
ieat., let. 9 -/
Red Cross Board
To Meet Tuesday
Directors of the Calloway
A meeting of the Board of symposiums Slated Thursday
County Red Cross will be held
Tuesday afternoon at 4 p.m. in
the Red Cross office at the
Calloway County Courthouse.
All volunteer workers in the
recent Red Cross Fund cam-
paign are urgently requested to
turn in their kits and collections
prior to trit meeting so that the




The Murray City Council4-ill
meet in a special session tonight
at 7 p. m. at City Hall to con-
sider four items of business.
The council will discuss
proposed changes in the city's
privilege license; bridge
repairs on Cardinal Drive;
selling excess city vehicles; and
a resolution concerning a grant
for the Murray Water System.
— The council is expected to
consider changing the basis for
privilege licenses for businesses
in the city from the pr
esent
• "fee" basis to a "percentage o
f
-gross income" basis.
Another 20th century work to
be played by the orchestra is




beautiful with a neo-romantic
flavor reminiscent of Sibelius,
but somehow really American."
Hanson is one of the most im-
portant American composers
and is remembered for his
service as director of the
Eastman School of Music.
The program will be com-
pleted with music by the 19th
century composer, von Weber.
Mason said the orchestra will
play the overture to his opera
entitled "Oberon," a standard
in the orchestra repertoire,
which he described as -im-
pressionistic in its mood of
magic and mystery."
Consisting of 60 players, the
MSU Symphony is made up of
students and a few faculty at the
university, along with some
local area musicians. The broad
purpose of the orchestra, a
c-
cording to Mason, is to provide
students of music the op-
portunity to acquire practical
experience in orchestr
al
playing and, at the same time,
to provide valid cultural
presentations for the enjoyment
and edification of the campus
community and the people in
the area.
The concert is open to the




TheRed Cross junior and
senior lifesaving classes, to 
be
held April 14-25, still has s
ome
vacancies.
"Certification in senior life
saving is necessary for man
y
summer jobs and those desiring
the course should enro
ll by
appplication at the Red Cro
ss
office between April 7 and 11
," a
spokesman said.
The pool fee is ;3 which i
n-
cludes the lifesaving textboo
k.
Further information may be
obtained by calling 753.-14
21
between 9 a. m. and 4 p. m.
Sixth In Revolutionary War
•
The sixth in a series of eight
major symposiums to be held at
Murray State University by 1976
and dealing with America's
Revolutionary War history will
be conducted at the University
Thursday, April 10.
The symposium, like the five
earlier ones, has been designed
to help junior high, high school,
community college and college-
level history teachers prepare
for more meaningful teaching
of the Revolutionary War era
during 1976-83, America's
bicentennial celebration period.
The theme of the April 10
symposium will be: "The
American Revalution: Con-




orities on the era are sched
uled
to participate in the discus
sions.
Dr. Robert E. Brown,
professor of history at Michigan_
State University, Lansing, for
the past 28 years, will serve as
general chairman far tilt day-
long program.
A visiting lecturer at more
than 20 colleges and univer-
sities, -De. Brown not only is a
Distinguished Faculty Member
at Michigan State, but ..also is a
Thomas Jefferson Fellow at the
University of Virginia and a
Gasper Bacon Lecturer at
Boston University.
Also participating will be:
Dr. DavidCurtis Skaggs,
- -Bow ling —Green—U*4,er s i y ,
Bowling Green, Ohio, who will
discuss the_ ___'.!American
Revolution: A War for
Democracy or Aristocracy,"
and Dr. Joseph A. Ernst, York
University, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
who will speak on the
"American Revolution: A War
for Free Minds or Free En-
terprise."
The symposium will open at 9
a.m. with a 30-min
ute
registration period in the
Murray State University
School, where all sessions, with
exception of the eveni
ng
program, will be held.
DAMN NOTES
by William M. Boyd
Be sure that someone else knows
about any bank account that you
open. Millions of dollars are now un-
claimed in banks from coast to
- coast, deposited and forgotten or
abandoned.
When you write your first of the month checks, you wo
n't
forget to make regular deposits in your savings acco
unt if
you pay yourself first.
PEOPLES BANK




Dr. Brown will be the prin.—
cipal speaker at the banquet,
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. in„tbe
Waterfield Student Union






The annual exhibit of library
books, including some paper-
backs, will be on display in the
Murray High School Library
from April 7 through 11 frcm
8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
These books, selected by
educators for their value to
teachers and students in all
areas, is sponsored by Books on
Exhibit; . • --a. • non-profit
organization in New York.
Students and faculty will be
able to view this collection
throughout the day in the
library and the public is invited
to come in and browse, a school
spokesman said.
VA COUNSELING
Max Miller, a veterans
coamselor of the Department of
Human Resources, Kentucky
Center for Veterans Affairs,
will ty.—v...the IVitura.A.inesican
Legion Home on April 10 and 24
to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a 
result of
their military service. He will
be available for counseling
from 8:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
each day.
Reservations, at WO each,
should be made for the 
banquet








University, Murray, Ky. 42
071.
Dr. Robert L. Burke, pro
fessor
of history at Murray Stat
e, is
the campus coordinator.
"We strongly urge every
history teacher, and any
one
else interested in the Americ
an
Revolution historical period, to
take advantage of this unusu
al
opportunity to participate in
these in-depth discussions of 
the
Revolutionary War period," Dr.
Burke said.
He also emphasiied that
anyone wishing to hear Dr.
Brown's address, but unable to
attend the banquet, would be
welcome to do so after the
dinner had been served., Dr.
Brown is expected to speak
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Students & Children -$3.00
General Admission Adults -$4 00
Reserved Seats -$5.00





It's too late, Harry.
Oh, Harry's going to be all right It
s just
that he had been in the hospital three
 days
before he decided to check the ro
om
allowance on his health care plan.
Harry got a rude awakening.
He hadn't updated his coverage in
years. It wouldn't begin to cover -today
's
room costs— which in Kentucky can ra
nge
up to $85 a day for a semi-private roo
m.
Since Harry has a comprehensive Blue
Cross plan, other covered hospital
services are paid in full.
What about your health care plan? Is
the room allowance sufficient to-meet
today's higher costs? Are other necessar
y
hospital services paid in full?
Why not do yourself a favor and contact
us. Use the coupon for more information
on an up-to-date Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plan.
Please do it today. As Harry can tell




Complete and mall Ms coupon to 141.
1040115
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
,
3101 Bardstown Road Louisville Kentucky 4020
5
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